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A 0.0035 scale model of the North American Delta Wing Orbiter was 
tested in the AEDC-PWT four-foot transonic wind tunnel (Test No. PWT-TC135) 
during pecember 1970 to obtain force and static stability data at high angles, of 
attack under essentially blockage free conditions. The model was tested at 
Mach Numbers of 0.4 to 1. 3, elevon deflections of 0, -10, and -30 degrees, 
and angle-of-attack ranges of 0 to 20, 20 to 40, 40 to 60, and '60 to 70 degrees­
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SUMMARY 
A 0. 0035 scale model of the North American Delta Wing Orbiter was 
tested in the AEDC-PWT four-foot transonic wind tunnel (Test No; PWT-TC135) 
during December 1970 to obtain force and static stability data at high angles of 
attack under essentially blockage free conditions. The model was tested at Mach 
Numbers of 0.4 to 1. 3, elevon deflections of 0, -10, and -30 degrees, and angle­





COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT NAME 
BODY AXIS STABILITY AXIS WIND AXIS 
CA Total Axial Force CA 
CAB Base Axial Force CA B --
CAF Forebody Axial Force CAP 
CD Total Drag Force CD CDTOTL 
CDB Base Drag Force - CDB CDBASE 
CDF Forebody Drag Force - CDF? CDFORE 
CL Lift Force. CL CL 
CN Normal Force CN -
Cy Side Force CY / CY. CC 
C1 Rolling Moment CBL CSL CWL 
Cm Pitching Moment ClAM CLM CPM 
Cn Yawing Moment CYN CLN CLN 
L/D. Lift-To-Drag Force Ratio L/D CL/CD 
L/D Lift-To-Forebody Drag Force Ratio L/DF' CL/CDF 
N/A Normal-To-Axial Force Ratio N/A 
N/A N6rmal-To-Forebody Axial Force Ratio CN/CAF 






B5 = NAR Delta Wing Orbiter Body 
W17 = Delta Wing
 
El0 = Elevon for Delta Wing W17
 
V17 = Vertical Stabilizer
 
X n Balance Adapter Extension 






Only one combination was tested; this was configuration B5Wl7EIOV7X.
 
This configuration was tested at elevon deflections of 0, -10, and -30
 
degrees at angle of attack ranges of 0 to 20, 20 to 40, 40 to 60, and 60 to
 
70 at zero degree sideslip. Collation sheets relevant to the test program is
 










SCHD. PARAMETERS/VALUES NO. MACH NUMERS (OR AU2 E INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,DATA SET 
--
oIDNIIRCONFIGURATIONIDE7TIER 1 9 8 5 31 RUNS 374A4 "5 61g­
goil- -a -e-- = - - -1/ /= =;1 
AC* %Vlye____ ___ .~ 





colua 'ls ,,-" ;, / 1#-; 2 7 Wo ' PV ('')l7D>V 2) t 
TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION 
Tunnel 4T is a closed-loop, continuous flow tunnel with a stagnation 
pressure range from 300 to 3400 psfa and a stagnation temperature range 
from 80 to 130'F. The nominal operating range of this tunnel in terms of 
unit Reynolds 'number and Mach number are 0. 1 to 7. 2 million per foot and 
0.2 to 1.3 respectively. The test section is 4 ft. square and completely 
enclosed in a plenum chamber which can be evacuated to remove part of 
the main flow through the perforated test section walls. The perforated 
walls are of the variable porosity type with an available porosity range from 
0 to 10 percent open area. Additional information on tunnel 4T may also be 
found in Ref. 1. 
Reference 1.
 
Anonymous, "Test Facilities Handbook, " Arnold Engineering Development
 





T E ST C>W.Z7Cz-r 5 - I 
REYNOLDS NIMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE
 
MACH NUMBER per a (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit)
Foor-

P, 4.Cx/ 24- .
 
-C -- #.x','n A0q4 
/I ..7___.4 9 .0 
-/2 -- 77 z 47 
















Force and moment data were measured by a six-component internal strain 
gauge balance and the measured data were reduced to coefficient form in both 
the body and stability axis systems. The angle of attack data were corrected 
for sting and balance deflections and the axial force was corrected for weight 
tares. Since the balance was inclined 1.5 degrees to the model centerline, 
the coefficients were initially computed and referenced to the balance axis 
system and then transferred to the body axis system. Dimensional data appli­
cable to the reduction of the body and stability axis systems data to coefficient 
form are listed below: 
Symbol Description Full Scale Model Scale 
Sref Wing area 6084. 0 ft Z 0. 074529 ft 2 
Ire f Wing MAC 821.2 in. 2.8742 in. 
b Wing Span 1422.8 in. 4. 9798 in. 
XMRF MRP X location 1422. 5 in. 4. 97875 in. 
YMRP MRP Y location 0.0 in. 0.0 in. 
ZMRP MRP Z location 130.0 in. 0. 455 in. 
Ab Base Area .... 0. 005488 ft? 
1B Body Length 2120 in. 7.42 in. 
The moment reference point (MRP) information listed above is referenced to the 
nose of the fuselage for XMRP, the lateral centerline for YMRP, and waterline 
zero for ZMRP; waterline zero is at the bottom of the fuselage. The dimen­
sional data listed above will not always agree with the data on the component 
sheets because the data were reduced to compare with data from MSFC TWT 
468; the dimensional data listed above are the same as the dimensional data 
utilized for test MSFC TWT 468. 
For CYN (yawing mioment coefficient) and CY (side force coefficient) the 
gauges were not connected and measured data applicable to these coefficients 
were not recorded; zero values for both CYN and CY were input into the 
SADSAC data deck for all data sets. For this test the sideslip angle was main­
tained at zero degrees and the side force, yawing moment, and rolling moment 
were approximately zero for all runs of this test. 
On data set RT600D zero values for CAB were input into the SADSAC data 
deck; for this data set the pressure transducers utilized to measure base pres­
sure were over ranged and the resultant recorded pressure data were erroneous. 
Coefficient data input into the SADSAC data deck are CLM, CN, CAF, CAB, 
CYN, CY, CBL, CL, CDF, and XCP; coefficients not defined in the section on 
NOMENCLATURE (this report) are defined below. 
CAB =-((0.5(Pb + Pb2 ) - P )/q )(Ab/Sref) 
CAB - base axial force coefficient 
Ph I = right side base pr6ssure 
PbZ = left side base pressure 
XCP = (XMRP - (CLM x Iref)/CN)/IB
 





Delta Wing Orbiter Basic Static 

Aerodynamic Characteristics 
DEL E= 0 




DEL E = 0 
Delta Wing Orbiter Basic Static 
Aerodynamic Characteristics 
DEL E =,0 
Delta Wing Orbiter Basic Static 
Aerodynamic Characteristics 
DEL E = 0 
Effect of Elevator Deflection on 

Delta Wing Orbiter Basic Aero­
dynamics 
Effect of Elevator Deflection on 

Delta Wing Orbiter Basic Aero­
dynamics
 
Effect of Elevator Deflection on 
Delta Wing Orbiter Basi6 Aero­
dynamics
 
Effect of Elevator Deflection on 

Delta Wing Orbiter Basic Aero­
dynamics
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SUMMARY DATA PLOT iNDEx 
(Continued) 
PLOTTD COEFICIHT SCHEDULE: 
A B C 
CL vs. a CL vs. CDF DCL vs. DELELV 
CN vs. a CL vs. CIM DCM vs. DELELV 
CIM vs. a DCDF vs. DELELV 
CDF vs. a 
CAB vs. a 
L/DF vs. a 
XCP vs. a 







1. Positive directions of force coefficients
 




2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability
 










NP! 1w ZCj8 n~ 
V 
Figzre 1. Axis systems, showing direction and sense of force and 
moment coefficients, angle of attack, and sideslip angle 
NASA-MSFC-MAF 
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MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - B5
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 9992-3i4B 'boO. Delta uring orbiter body including a 
canopy on the upper surface aft of the nose. The model scale factor is 
0.0035 
DPAWING NUMBER: Lines IDg. 9992-134B 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Length 2120. 00 7.42o 
Max. Width 462.86 1.620 
Max. Depth 274.29 0.960 
Fineness Ratio 5.90 5.906 
Area 
Max. Cross-Sectional, ft2 702.75' O.086O 









MODEL COMPOIENT: WinRW17 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 
 Delta wing with -5'twist and rounded wing tipa..' Uing 
hlernfl irt odvr. Fo1To'rs'N8 ].ines dta .In 99,o2-134D.. 
Model Scale = 0.0035 
DRAWING .NUMBER: - 55 thru- 60 
ot . 












Rato of Taper 1 -721
 
Taper Ratio . n,09.
 
Diehedral Angle, degrees •7.n
 
Incidence Angle, degrees . n...
 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees(aboet T.E) - -n- ­
Toe-In Angle . . 
Cant Angle 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 6o.0m6 / i 
Trailing Edge . " oooe 




Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) 2232.9.14..5
 
Tip, (equivalent) (w.s. 647.9T) _116.4u 0.h08MAC (W.s. 234.63) 62?. 84 2.9WFus. Sta. of .25 MAC
 
.P. of .25 MAC 62', .5'._8.L. of .25 MAC 232.88 0.815 
Air;oil Section -
Root (w.s. 241.8o) ' ACA ,,000-6,














Root, (Equiv.) (W.S.e37.6) 82.51
 
Tip, (Equiv.) (v.s. 647.9T)- 1---!.,
 
MAC (w--s. 391.34) 558.61 _..
 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC Z..o1
 
V.P. of .25 MAC - .4J 
B.L. of .25 MAC 388.43 :. "
 
LEADING EtGE ClIFF 
Planfor-m area, ft 2 22 
'Leading edge intersects FlSoML& Ste., Rnl-t '7'P' a 
Leading edge.intersects wing L.E.da Stn.. in. 145.73 - - ­
057 
MODEL. COMPONENT: (nsta-sor one of t1ro Sides) 
levon located on delta wing










Span (equivalent), in. 428.83 1.501 
Inb'd equivalent chord, in. 1142.oo .462 (w.s. 223.41) 
Outb'd equivalent chord, in. - o-13o 00 .... 
(w.s. 652.25)
 




At Inb'd equiv. chord .,16 : o.316
 
.. .1.200_-
At Outb'd equiv. chord 











Area Moment (Normal to hinge line), ft3 41I4.8"_
 
(Product of area and mean chord)
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Centerline verticaL stabilizer with the 5..(ha nZle)
 





The model scale factor is 0.0035. 
DRAWING NUMBER: sr867,AT, -50 






Planforin, ft2 663.63 0.0083
 
Theoretical Span,, in. " g8o.42 1
 
Span (equivalent), in. .312.61 1.304
 
Aspect Ratio 1.43 1.453 
Rate of Taper -".8 0. o. 
Taper Ratio 
_- 0.314 0.314 
Diehodral Angle, degrees 
_ _ . 
Incidence Angle, degrees .
 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees .. .. .- ' .
 
Toe-In Angle, degrees 0.0 0.0
 




Sweep Lack Angles, degrees

Leading Edge 45.0 15.0 
Trailing Edge 
_15.734 -734 
0.25 Element Line 39.367
 
Chords :Theoretical Tip, in. - ._1 
Root 3atcu c&_ V.P. 274.29 in 390.29 1.366" 
Tip, (equivalent),(w.p.646.9o in),in 122.65 0T29 
MAC (w.p. 428.19 ±n),in 279.74 0.9 -9 
Fus. Sta. of .25-MAC .±n 2032.98 7.115 
W.P. oF .25 MAC, In . ___._9 1._99 
B.L. of .,25 MAC, in 0.0. 0.0 
Airfoil SectionWedge shape with L.E.R.iCT--rT.E.
 























Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC . ...
 






SM BOL SYMBOL DEPIN TI ON 
a ALPHA, angle of attack, angle between the projection 
of the wind X-axis on the body X, Z-plane and 
the body X-axis; degrees 
j3 BETA sideslip angle, angle between the wind XA-sx8s 
and the projection of this axis on the body 
X-Z-plane; degrees 
PSI yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Y-axis; degrees 
PHI roll angle, angle of rotation about the body
X-axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; degrees 
P air density; Kg/m3 , slugs/ft3 
a speed of sound; m/sec., ft/sec 
V speed of vehicle relative to surrounding 
atmosphere; m/sec, ft/sec 
Q(PSI) dynamic pressure; l/2PV, psi, psf 
Q(PSF) 
M MACH Mach number; V/a 
RN/L RN/L Reynolds number per unit length; million/ft 
p static pressure; psi 
P total pressure; psi 
OF pressure coefficient; (p-pw)/q 
NMNCLATURE (Continued) 








wing area; m2, ft2 
reference area; m2 , ft2 
wing mean aerodynamic chord or 







reference length; i,,ft, in.; (see E) 
wing span or referende span; m, ft in 
base area m2 , ft 2 , in2 
c. g. center of gravity 
MRP MRP abbreviation for moment reference point 
XMRF abbreviation for moment reference point 
on X-exis 
MMRP abbreviation for moment reference point 
on Y-axis 





Axis System General 
S'MBOL DEFINITION 
F force; F, lbs 
M moment; M, in-lb 
Subscript" Definition 
N normal force 
A axial force 
L lift force. 
D drag force 
Y force or moment about the Y axis 
Z moment about the Z axis 
X moment about the X axis 
s stability axis system 
v wind axis system 
ref reference conditions 
0"" free stream conditions 




Na CLATURE (Continued) 





Body Axis System 









axial force coefficient; FA/qS 
base axial force coefficient; 
[4] [(Pt - p.)/q] (Ab/8) 
forebody axial force coefficient; CA 
yawing,moment coefficient; M4qS bref 
CAb 
C1 CBL rolling moment coefficieht; MXJ4S bre± 
Common to Bbth- Axis Systems 
Cm CIM 
CY 
pitchihg moment coefficient; My/qS Iref 







Stability Axis System 
lift force coefficient; FJ/qS (Based on CAF) 
drag force coefficient; FDqS 
base drag coefficient 
Df CDF forebody drag coefficient; CD - CDb 
CA CI2 y~wing moment coefficient; MZ,s/qS bref 





lift-to-drag ratio; CC D 




















lift force coefficient; FTqS
 




forebody drag coefficient; CD -CIb
 
pitching moment coefficient; My,//qS Iref
 
side force coefficient; Fy/qS
 
yawing moment coefficient; MZs/qS bref
 
rolling moment coefficient; MXs/qS bref 
lift-to-drag ratio; I/CD 


































I II ' 
horizontal tail incidence; positive when
 
trailing &dge down; degrees.
 




aileron - total aileron deflection; 
(left aileron - right aileron)/2 
canard - trailing edge down 
elevon - trailing edge down 
elevator - trailing edge down 
flap - trailing edge.down 
rudder - trailing edge to the left 
spoiler A trailing edge down 
tab - trailing edge down with respect 
to control surface 
antisymmetrical surface deflection angle, degrees; 
positive trailing edge down: 
left aileron trailing edge down 
right aileron - trailing edge down 
left elevon - trailing edge down 
right elevon - trailing edge down 
left spoiler - trailing edge down 




















TAHULATZD DATA LISTING 
A tabulated data listing, consisting of all aero data sets, b6th original
 
and those created in arriving at the plotted material to be presented subse­
quently, is available as an addendum to this report. The tabular listing is
 
made up in two sections:
 
(a) 	 a brief summary list of all data sets containing the identifier,
 
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
 
(b) 	 a full list of all data sets containing all resident or
 
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the date sets as well as
 
the above mentioned information.
 
The listing is currently sent on limited distribution to the following organ­
izations:
 
NASA AMES Mr. V. Stevens 
NASA MSC Mr. Ray Nelson 
AEDC Mr. L. Trimmer 
NR 9r. E. C. Allen 
IMSC Mr. C. D. Andrews 
If copies of this listing are desired, plesse contact the above or the cog­






Chrysler Corporation Space Division
 






UELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL E=0 








_ _ _ _­
0 iso4T 
































DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL E=t
 
I~_ _ 










. .. . . .

-0.8 . . . . .	 . . . . . . . . 
1 is5 2 2 	 5 3's 40 45 50 55 6D 65 7 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, A LPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 





 4 S780 INCHES
 
XHRF 4 9785 INCHES 
iHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 0.4550 INCHES
 
DATA IST. CODE *GVIMI*E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
PWT-TC035 NR DELTA ORBITER BEP7EIOVS7X EO CGRT6013 21 JUN 71 PAGE 2
 
DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL E=O
 









_ _ _ _ 
0.6 
a-5 1 15 20 25 3u 35 40 45 so 55 60 65 TO 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.g9 ELVATR 0.000 REFS 0 0745 SOFT 
REFL 028742 INCHES
 
REFS 4 9780 INCHES 






DATA MIST. CODE *GVINI*E 

PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W1YEIOV17X ED CGRT601) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 3
 
DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL EzO r t * 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .'° . i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 

2.4 I I 4I 
__I 
4 I_ I 4
 
2.4 -- .. A __ _I __ 
Ii 
5 -- - - _ _--_ _ _ 
° I1.8 _ _ _ _ 
z 












0.4 R _ 55 IN E 
.0.9780 RI INHE
 
0.2 ___ __ _ 
0.0DAAH_,_ _V__SA 0_3_CL
 
-C*32 DELTA WRI is..B4 AE- .L4.W.. " LEEG S 4 . SOI.. 4L N -1 PA 4 
-s 0 5 10 25 3 35 45 55 55 TO;520 40 s0 60 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUESRERNCIFOMTN 
Q 0.400 ELVAIR 0.090 REFS 0.0745 SQPJ 
REFL 2.8742 INCHES 
REFS 4.9780 INCHES 
XMRP A.97-85 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0001 I NCHES 
ZNRP 0 .4550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *OVIMI*E SCALE a0.0035 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17E1OVl'7X EQ CGIRTGO1) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 4 
DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL ErO
 
2.4 












.... . ... ....1. . ... .... . .. ..... ... ........ . . . . 
-50.0 - 30 35 40 45 5 5 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 











DATA MIST. CODE *GVIHM*E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER BSWI7EIOV.17X EO (GRT601) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 5 
DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL E=O
 
2.6 r - r jI.
 





















-0.2 L_.. .. .. -L.­
5 0 11 15 11 25 30 as 40 45 so 55 GO 6S ioL 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 0.90O ELVATR 0.000 REFS 0.0745 SQFT" 









DATA IT0 CODE *GVIMI*E SCALE 0.0035 $CALF
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER BSWl7ElOVj7X EO CGRTG01] "21 JUN 71 PAGE
 
DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL E=8
 
.40 . ... . r... .. ... . .t.r. .r  
.35 I7--7_ ] ....
 
1.1 









-.0 5 _ I__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,__ 
-.20 ~ ..... I . 2.L .... L J ~ . . J.t .. L . .... L- .t... . L....L.. ... J... ... -.- .. L4.I 
-5 0 5 10 5 2)0 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION Q 0.400 ELVATR 0.000 REFS 0.0745 SQFT 
REFL 2.8?42 INCHES 
REFS 4.9780 INCHES 
XIRF 4.975 INCHES 
YMRP .000 INCHES 
ZMRP 0.455U INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *GV1INIE SCALE O.OD5 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOVI7X EQ CGRTG1) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 7
 
DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS'DEL E=O























-2 5 0 5 10 is 20 2s 30 35 40 45 so 55 60 65 70
 
ANGLE OF ATTACi , ALPHA, DEGREES
 
MB O L  SY MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IIN CRHATIOM 










Z P 0:4550 INCHES
 
DATA HIST. COD SCALE U.0035 SCALE .VIMI*E 

PWT-TCA35 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WL7EOVX EO CGRTA01 21 JUN 71DEG
 
DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL E=O
 
T . ..... . . rrlt-r--..40 r. . . . 











.20 5 a s. S_4 
as 45 .1 55 Go es To 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIONQ 0 .900 ELVATR 0.000 REFS O.0745 SQFT 
REFL 2.8742 INCHES 
REFS 4:9760 INCHES 
XHRN 4 ...8 INCHES 
IMRP D:.OD IN CHES 
tZMRF 
 0.4550 1INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVINI*E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOV17X EO (GRT6013 21 JUN 71 PAGE 9
 
DELTA WING-ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICSDEL E=O
 











0.0E 0005 SCL 
. ..( .. ,. . . . ... . . . . .... . .... .
.  

0 5 'a-51 15 2 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 !60 65 " 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREESI
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH 
REFS 0;0745 'SQFT 
REFL 2°8742




XmRP .4.9785 INCHE S 
YHRP 0.0Do0 INCHES
 
ZMRP, 0.4550 -INCHES' 
DATA CACE OIST. AVIPIHE DEGREE 
REFB 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER BEWVSEE'OV1TX EO (,GRT60'I) 21JUN 71, PAGE 10
 
DELTA,MING ORBITER--BASIC STATIC ,AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS,DEL E=O
 
.... .rrr.. .I .p .. .. . I .. . i . . .'... r . .I. : . . 





















- 500 0 5 t10 20 35
15 6 25 30S 40 D 454 50O 5 56 60 65 70
5 7
 
'ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 Q, 0.600 ELVATR 6.000" REFS 0.0745 SOFT
EFL 2 8742 INCHES
 
REFS 4.9700 INCHES 
XMRP 4.9785 INCHES 
YHRP 0.o0 INCHES 
ZNRP 0.455D INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
DATA HIST. 0DE *GVIMI*E 

PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W7E1OVI7X EO (GRTGO1) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 11
 
DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 	DEL E=O
 
. .	 . _''_ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. I . . . . !I- . . . .Te~e . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .	 ______ 

I 	 -I 














0 i5s51 20 25 30l 35 40 45 50 55 60 85 ?0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBO. HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.900 	 ELVATR 0.000 REPS 0.0745 SQFT 
REPL .0742 NCHE3S 
REPS 4.9790 INCHES 
XNRP 4 9185 INCHES 
Y.RP 0000D INCHES 
ZHRP 0.4550 INCHES 
SCALE 0,0035 SCALE
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIHI*E 

PWT-T1135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOV17X EO CGRT601) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 12
 














- 5 10 '15 2O 2 55 3 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.400 ELVATR 0.0o0 















DATA MIST. CODE *GVIHI*E 

PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EI4V17X EO CGRTSO1) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 13
 
DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC.STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DELE=0
 




















- 0 to is 20 25 30 a5 40 45 50 55 5 '000 
ANGLE OF ATtACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIONQ 0.600 ELVATR 0.000 REFS 0.0745 194 
INCHES2.8742 
REFB 4.9780 INCHES 
XHRP 4.985 INCHES 
YmRI 0.0DO INCHES 
ZMRP 0.455U INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVINI*E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE X 
REFL 

PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EiOVit7X EO CGRTGof 21 JUN 71 PAGE' 14
 
_ _ _ _ _ _ 






















is 20 25 30 5 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 












DATA HIST. CODE *GVIMI*E 
 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
PWT-TC]35 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W!7E1OV17X EO CGRTG01) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 15
 









- 0 1 D 25 Be 35 40 4Sf so 55 60 es To 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.400 ELVATR 0.000 REFS' 0.0745 SQFT 
REFL 2.874Z INCHES 
REFS 4.9780 INWCHES 
S XMRF 
YMRP 
41978 50.10_s INCHES I CHES 
ZMRP 0.4550 INCHES 
DAAMS.CD GIIESCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EIOV1TX EO [GRT6O1) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 
 16 
DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL E=O
D''' . .. . .... .... .... .... .... .. .! , , , . . . . . . .]. .. , - r - ,
 
L-I 




- _ _ 
_ 	
_ --ZD 1: ..a 
- ___ 
- 5 	 0 15 20 25 a0 35 40 45 so 55 60 65 To 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH fPARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 	 0.600 ELVATR 0.000 REFS a 0745 SQFT 
REFL 2,8742 INCHES
REF4 4 9780 INCHES
 
XMRP 4 9785 INCHES
 
YMRP 0 Dun. INCHES
 
ZNRP 0 4563 INCHMES
 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIMI*E 	 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EIOV17X EO [GRT601] 21 JUN 71 PAGE 17
 
--
<DELTA WING ORBITER'BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL EzO
..

, ,.I .rn- ..I=.. ArIl -n-.,ii-i- rrri- ri.-r i-ri--v-r .I 'I-II -- ! 





is 21 25 30 35 40' 45' 50 55 Go 65 
ANGLE Or-ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
REFS 0.0745 SQFT. 
REFL U*4 INCH' 
REFB 4:9780 INCHES 
XMRP 4.9785 INCH{S 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRE 0.4550 INCHES 
$CALE 0.0035 SCALE 
Q 0.gon ELVATR 0.000 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVImli E 

PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER BEWI7ElOV17X EO CGRT601) 21 JUN 71 PAGE lb
 
DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL E=O
 
















0 5 lu 15 20 25 30 as 40 45 50 55 60 65 70
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MHi PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 











-M04 4550 INCHES 
<SCALE 0.005 SCAL 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER 85W17EIOV!7X EO (GRT601) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 19
 
DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL E=O 








.5 0 _ ___ 15_ ED 5 __a 5 0 4, o




Q 0 .00 ELVATR 0.-- - REFS 0.0745 S- FT 
REFL 2.6742 INCHES 
SyMSOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
4HCVR INCHESINREFBxLCC .978U a 
YftP a.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 0.4t50 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 3ALE 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIHI*E 

PW.T-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17E0V17X,EO (GRTSO1) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 20
 
DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL E=0
 










- 0 5 to is 20 25 so as 40 45 so as 7065? 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SrMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S 0.900 ELVATR 0.OOO REFS a0f745 SOFT 
REFL 2.8742 INCHES 
REFS 4.9780 INCHES 
XMRP 4:9705 INCHES 
YHRFZRP a . ODO04550 INCHES01CHES 
DATA MIS. COE 2GVII0E SCALE 0 . 0035 SCALE 
PWT-TCI35 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WREEPOVSX EO (GRTG0I) 21JUN 71 PAGE 21
 













-. 01MR I. 0 I 
_Z_4R I- .- - -__ 0.55_ _ 












 CL .05 SAE
 
PW-C30RDLAOBTRBW71VIXE GT0)2 U 1 AE 2
 
DAT MIS ATTAL., SCA
KFD 

PWT-T.01 NRELA_ OBTE 
 21 J R7 '_PT 
DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL E=O
 
U 4 
.00 T. . .
 





















-10p _ _ . 45D INHE 
PW-C3CRDLAOBTRBW7IV7 O {R6I 1JN7 AE 2
 
D3G6Q . O IIESAE SCAFT
LAT MIS C R 00745 

PW-C3RDLTA T ORBIER BV5W7E 1AL E CGRT61 21JU 7 PGE 2
 
DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL t=O
 















-- 0- 0 1 2D 25 an 35 40 45 to 55 60 65 in 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALOHA. DEGREESI
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMET ZIC VALUES R FERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0.0745 SQFT 
REFL 2v 8742 INCHES 
Q 0.900 ELVATR 0.000 
REFB 4.9780 INCHES
 
XMRP 1 4 9785 1INCHES 
YMRP 0 INCHESO00co 

ZRP 0 .4550 INCHES
 
DATA MIST. COE GVIMI*E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER BSWiTEIOV1TX EO IGRT601) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 24
 


















0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2. 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CUF
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 











SCALE 0.0055 SCALE 
GVIMI*E
 
DATA MIST. CODE 

PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W,17EIOVi7X EO CGRT601) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 25
 
____ 















0.2 . '0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.61 1.8 2.0 2.2 
FOREBOQY ORAG COEFFICIENT. CUF
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE,INFORMATION 
0 0.600 ELVATR 0.000 REFS 0.C745 SOFT 
REFL - 2.8742 INCHES 
REPO 4.9780 INCHES 
XMRP 4.$785 INCHES 
YHRP a.0000 ,INCHES 
ZMRP 9.4550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *DVIMI*E SCALE .0.0035 .SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA,ORBITER BSW17E1.OV-7X.EO CGR601.J 21 JUN 71- RAGE -26
 















 0. 1. 
 .4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2
 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT, CDF
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUESQ 0.900 ELVATR 0.000 REFERENCE INFORMATIONREFS 0.0745 SQFT
 




Y.RP 0. 00_ INCHES
 
ZMRP t.4110 INCNES
DATA IST. CE *GVIMI*E 
 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5Wl7EIOVR7X EO CGRT601 21 JUN 71 PAGE 27
 















.35o .30 .25 .20 .15 .1Q .05 o -. 05 .10 -. 15 -.20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 













DATA MIST. CODE *GVINI*E 

PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17E1QV17X E'O - (GRTB01) 21 JUN' 71 PAGE 28 
DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL E=O 














.4 .35 .30 .25 .20 .15 .I05 .O0 -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 	 0.600 ELVATR 0.000 RiF$ D.n745 SOFT 
INCHES2.8742
REFL
REFB 4°9780 INCHES 
XMRF 4°9785 1 NCHES 
SYMRP. a.OO 1NCHEI00 , 
ZNRF 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVINI*E SFALE D*0035 SCALE 
PWT-TC!35 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EIOV17X EO (GRT6OI] 21 JUN 7.1 PAGE 29 
I 
-DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL E=O
 















.40 .35 .30 .25 .20 i5 .10 .05 .00 -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -s20
 
PITCHING MOMENT rJEFFICIENT, CLM
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 













 DATA MIST. CODE *GVIII*E 

PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOV17X EO CGRT601) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 30
 
DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL ErO























-5 0 5 10 15 
 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 












DATA NIST. CODE *GVINI*E 
 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOV17X EO CGRT602) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 31
 













510 15 an 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, A'LPHA, DEGREES
 
PARAMETRIC REFERENCE INFORMATIONSYMBOL MACH VALUE& 














DATA MIST. CODE *GVIMI*E 

PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5Wl7EIOVl7X EO [GRT602] 21 JUN 71 PAGE 32
 
DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL E=O
 




__ _ _ -_ 
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ 
1.4 
____ 












-0.2 . .,. . . . . . . . . .
 
-5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 1.200 ELVATR 0.000 




REFB 4.97S0 INCHES 
XMRP 4X9785 INCHESI YMRP 0.0000 INCHES
 
ZNRP 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIHI*E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOV17X EO CGRT02) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 33
 

















10 20D 30 a5 4D 45 50 55 G0 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH FARAMETFIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 







XMR? 4.9785 INCHES 
yHRP 0.000,0 INCHES 
ZNRP 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA MI1ST. CODE *GVIMI*E SAE 003 
CL 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER 85W17E10Vl7X EQ CGRTBO2) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 34 
DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL E=O
 
. ,......... .f .. . ,. . .. ...
"'°. .. ' .. .. . . .. ... .. .... ...


























- 5 01 a 15 20 23 30 35 40 45 50 55 Go 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH eARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 1.000 ELVATR 0.000 REFS 0.0745 SQFT 
REFL 2.8742 INCHES 
REFS 4.9780 INCHES 
XHRP 4.9785 INCHES 
YNRP 0.000a INCHES 
ZNRP 0.455 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *V IM E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17E1OV17X EO (GRT602) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 35 
DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL E=O

*.e 'trt .... i'' tt. .... -t. r .... .... T .... . .. .. t,r rl.. . . .frr ....r tl r r rr rI I 
_____- - ____ ________ 
2.6 
_., I : 







25 5-. D to is ED 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 so 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 




REFS 4.9780 INCHE , 
XMRP 4.9785 INCHES 
THEP 0.O000 INCHESZMR1 0.4550 INCHES
 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIHI*E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELIA ORBITER BSWI7EIOV!TX EO (GRT602) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 36
 
DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL E=O 
1 4 

















/5 XMRP 4 ICE 
INCHE 
R. 4,750 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *OVIMI*E 








DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL E=O
 












. , , . .. . . . . .. . , . , . .. , . . .
. . , . . . . . . ,~~ii,. , .. . ,
 
-0.2' 5 0 5 10 IS 20- 25 30 35, 40' 45,' SO 55 60 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS a.0745- SQFI












DATA HIbT. CODE *GVIHI*E 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EIOV17X EO (GRTB02) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 3B
 
_ _ 
DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL E:O
 
,.5 j . 















0 5 10 15 E0 E5 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.000 ELVATR 0.000' REFS 0.0745 SOPT 
REFL 2.8742 INCHES 
REFB 4.9780 INCHES 
XNRP 4.9785 INCHES 
YNRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRF 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIHI*E SCALE I.0035 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17E1OVI7X EO CGRT602) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 39 






.35- -- ___ ___ ___ 
-t
I I 4 
L ___ ..25 _______ ___ ___ 














0 5 1a 15 20 5 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 T0 
ANGLE OF ATTACr, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH 














DATA MIST. CODE *GVIMI*E 

PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOVI'7X E'O (GRT6,02) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 40
 
DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL EzO
 
In In I n r mIi r I i II r -rrr 
I r I 















. .... .... ...5 .. .. ...
 
-i5 0 t is 20 2 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 5 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYHOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
Q 1.200 ELVATR 0.000 






XHRP 4.9785 INCHES 
YHRP 0,0000 INCHES 
ZNRP 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIHI*E 
 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOVI7X EO CGRTG02) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 41
 
__ 
DELTA WING ORBITER BAS:IC STATIC,AERODYNAMIC,CHARACTERISTICSDEL E=Oz,
 




















-. 15 	 ___ 
-aS 0 5 1 15 2b a 30 35 40 45 50 55 6o . 65 .70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORNATION
 














DATA MIST. CODE *GVIMI*E 

PWT-TC135.NR DELTA ORBITER B5W1,7E10V17X EO CGRTS02J 21 JUN 71 PAGE, 42
 
DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL E=O




















1-50 15 20 25 30 55 40 45 	 Q 5
es5 T
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYNSOL 
 HACN PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 











DATA H41ST, COOE *GVINI*E 	 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER 25W17E10V17X EG (GRT8O2) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 43
 
DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL E=D
 
2.2 -- r rrtrr---#r r- -r­








5 5 10 15 20 25 30 as 40 45 50 55 ;G 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA,,O)EGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH I PARAMETRIC VALDES REFERENCE INFORMATION 











DATA MIST. COD *GVINI*E 

PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WlTElOVl7X EO CGRTG02) 21 JUN 71 PACE 44
 
DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL E=O













0.4- -__ _ 
0.2 _ 
0 5 10 15 2D 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 80 85 '0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL HACH PARAMETPIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.200 ELVATR D.000 REFS 0.0745 SQFT 
REFL 2.8742 INCHES 
REFB 4.9780 INCHES 
XMRP 4.9785 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INC HES 
ZMRP 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIHI*E SaLE 0.0035 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELLA ORBITER BW 7EOV:7X EO CGRT602J 21 JUN 71 PAGE 45 
















a 5 vo " is 20 25 ' " 5 40 45 ,50 55 Go 65 7; 
ANGLE OF ATTrACK., LPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL HACH PAAETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 	 1.300 ELVATR 0.000 REFS 0.0745 SQFT 
REFL 2.8742 INCHES 
REFS 4 P NCHES 
WFR 4 I785 INCHES
 
¥ORP 04000O INCIES
 0RP 01050 INCHES
 
DATA MI4ST. COE *GVIHI*E 	 9CALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER'B5WI7E1V50 X E0 CGRT02) 21 71 5UN PAGE 6
 
DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL E=O
 












-2 w- f.L-~w- .. IL.. 4-LW L4L4. .L. .LL... 4 .... ....-i .L...4t-4 4L- L4L-.. L 
1 ±SO is 20 25 30 i5 40 45 50 55 60 6s 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 1.000 R.0 0.0745 SOFTELVAIR EFS 
REFL 2.8742 INCIHES 
REFS 4.9780 INCHES 
XMRP 4.9785 I NC HES 
IYRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP -0.4550 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0055 SCALEDATA NZ$1. CODE *GVIHI*E 
PWT-TC1S5 NR DELTA ORBITER BSW17E1OVI7X EQ CGRT6O2) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 47
 
- -
DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL E=O
 
I j I i.I I i 
I 4 
II 1 - A 
I j 
o 5 
- - _ _ _ R 4--
_ 
-Icz 4%74 INCHES 
0 0,00RPF::G ELAT 0.0000 INCHE
 
ZHRP 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVINI*E SAE G03 CL 
PWT-TC13 NR DELTA ORBITER BSW17EIOVl7X EO CORTS02) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 48
 
DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL E=O 
I_ I 















1 1 I I 
_ __ _ 
O 1 



























YIR. D DO00 INCHE 
Q .0 LAI 0.000C . VREEESAL 
ANGLEOF ATACK5ALPA.NDGREE 
0.0745 SOALT 
PW-C3 RD LOBTA17 O E R BSV1141*XEORT0SCALEU 7 0.005 SCALE 










S. 0 5 10 is 20.. 25 30 35, 40 45 50. 5 5 GO- 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH ....... -NFO.A.ON
PARAMETRIC VALUES N  

REFS 0.0745 SGF-T 
REFL 2.8742, INCHES 
REFB 4.978D INCHES 
XMRPk 4.978" INCHES
 
0 1 .300 ELVkTR 0.000 
P
 





DATA MIST. CCCE *GVINI*E 
PW-T-TC135 NR DEILTA ORBITER B5W417E1 Ot,7X EO [GRT602] 21 JUN 71 PAGE 50 
____ 






































* 5 a 
 ois0 ozzsj''ti 35 4 50
45 55 6O 65 70
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
SyMBOL MACN PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION








o I XHRP 4.9785 INCHES 
- YHRP 0.0OO INCHES 
-ZMRP 0.4550 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIHI*E 

PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W7EIOV17X EO GRTG02) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 51
 
DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL ErO
 












..-... . . . . . .
 
<0.5 




ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPflA.,DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMTION 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
REFS 0 07.45 SFT Q 1.10 ELVATR .000 
REFL 2:6742 INCHES 
REFS 4*97au INCHES 
XMRP 4:975 ,INC HES 
:HRP DDo na INC HE $
 




DATA MIST. CODE *GVIMI*E 
21 JUN 71 ,PAGE 52
PWT--JC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5Wi7EIOVl7X E.0 GRT602) 

_ _ _ 
DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STAT.IC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL EO
 
~ ~ -T I---t--~---~lrlrlrrrf1-------1 1 -f1.2~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~! - 1rrrrr-rr r1t* '- 1 
IL-I 1.11 rij__i 
__._ _ _' _ _-E- . . 
I _I 
 _ _ 
iI I -i 0. _ 
0.4 
-. 









- 0 5 10 15 20 5 3a 35 40 45 so 55 60 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
Y MB O L  REFERENCE INFORATIONS ACH PARAETRIC IALUES 
REFS 0. 745 SQFT













rGVIAT K A.PH35 GE
DATA MIST. CAE 
 21 JUN 71 SGRT02] 53
 PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WR7EIOVE7X EP PAGE 

DELTA WING ORBITER-BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL E=O
 
1.2 	 -t 
0.9 	 4.9785 INCHES
 
< 	 I 
I NCHESi-1 0.6 
M
0 .I 




1° is E 5 3 ALPHA D-EGREES-rr-t 	 tt-ANGLEOFrt 3 0 4 0 5 G 5 70. M 
m 02 
0.0 	 ___ 
-0.1 
-0 C 5 IC ±5 20 25 30 35 40 43 50 55 60 65 70
 
ANGLE OF ATTrACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORHATIGHSYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
Q 1.300 ELVATR 0.000 	 REFS 0.0745 5CGF, 
REFL 2.8742 INCHES 
REFO 4.9780 INCHES 
MRP 4.9785 INCHES 
YNRP 0.00C INCHES 
ZHRP 0.4530 INCHES 
Dt.TA 1413T. COCE *GVIHI*E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17E1OVI7X EQO CGRTSO2) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 54
 
DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL E=O

















0 0 1 , 2 0 3 4 5 5 5 s 5 17 
XD5 p 9 5 1 E 
mEB 49 0 ICE
 
LiF 4965 ICE 
-. 0)O YH INHE 
ZCP D450 ICE 
DAU-S.CDE VM CL 0Q3 CL 
PW-T1350 ET RIE SIEO:XE GT0) 2 1 PG 5
 
- .07AT D M . O SCAL 0.0945 SCALE 
PTT1 NR DNCH27 





uii fS .02 
o \ 20 01 
_








W-.-. 04 5'_ 0__ 'a_ 13_ 20, 25 a 3 4 5 5_ o' 5 
<. , . , , , , J,_, , , , , , , . , . , , , ,
.06 ._ , . , 10
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES2
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0" 1.100 ELVATR a..ous REFS 0.0745 SQFT 
REFL Z.87472 INCHES 
REFB 4. 9780 INCHES 
XARP 4.976C INCHES 




ZRP 0 4550 INCHS
 
SCALE D.U035 SCALE
DATA MIST. CODE *GVINIE 
PWT-TCI35 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W.17ElOVl7X EO CGRT602) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 56
 
__ 
DELTA W N ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL E=O
 









z ° ___ _ 41 
LiL
 
























-5 0 5 to is 20 as 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAHETRIC VALUES 
 .REFERENCE INFORMATION
 












DATA MIST. CODE *GVIMI*E 
 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELIA ORBITER B5W17EIOVI7X EO CGRTG02) 21 JUN 71, PAGE 57
 
__ 
DELTA.°° .rr.,WING ORBITER-i-,ii BASIC...STATIC'AERODYNAMIC.... CHARACTERIST.ICS.... ..DEL- E=O ........  ..  .......-..
  







-- D I 
-.03
 











-. 0 5 0 5 10 is 20 5 5 "5 40 '45 "50 55 60 63 
-7 






0.000 REFERENCE INFORMATION 




YMRF 4.97:5 S.UDQU INCHES INCHES 





PWT-TC135 NR'DELTA'ORBITER-B5WI7ElOV!TX EO 
 '[GRTG02) '21 JUN 71 PAGE 56
 
DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL E=O
 

















<EF 	 4.970 INCHES
 
50 5 5 a 45 INCHES 
DATANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL Q ACH 1.000 ELVATR PARAHETPIC VALUES 0.000 BETA 0.000 REFERENCE INFOR5ATION REFS 0.0745 SOFT 
REFL 2.8742 INCHES 
REFB 4.9780 INCHES 
XNRP 4.9735 INCHES 
YNRP 0.O00) INCHES 
ZNRP 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA H41ST. COOC *QVINI*G [SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7E1OV:7X EO CSRTGO2) 22 JUN 71 PAGE 59 
4 
DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL E=O
 
"oD. .. " . .. . . . . . .I . . . . . .v . . . .r , ,
 .." ' .. . . . .
 
-t--t--t-t-~~~~~~~~-,1,-t -- ~-I____-r-r- ___ r--~l 
---..iI
____95 i__
.00 __ _ ____ _ --- _ 4I -. 







C.i .070 _ - I_. ... 
.045 __________ ____ 
U 




m .050 ___ 
.045* 2  ____ 
.025 /__ 
.5 0 3 10 15 20 23 30 33 40 45 50 53 60 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACt, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SyMBOL MACH IPARAMETR!C VALUES REFERENCE II4FORHATION 
Q 1.100 ELVATR 0.000 BETA 0.000 REFS 0.0745 SQFT., 
REFI, 2.o?Aa INCHES 
REFB 4.9780 INCHES 
XHRP 4.9785 INCHES 
YHRr 0.0000 INCHES 
ZPRF 0.4550 ItICHES 
DAtA HIST. COVE *GVIHI* eAE 0.05 CL 
PWT-T.C135 NR'DELTA ORBITER B5W17E1QV17X EQ C6RT602) 21IJUN74I PAGE 60
 
DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL ErO











..070 	 4 
. 065-0 5 - ___ ___ -






DAT35 MI . C
 
m .030 	 O___1P
.025 	
_____/ 
Q 4 1.n EVTR 000 EA .00RF 	 0045 SF 
.O020 	
___ 
<R.040g 	 INHE 
= ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYHBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

-REFERENCE INFORMATION












DATA HOST. CODE 4GVIMI*G SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
PWT-TC135,.NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7E1OV17X EO C6RTSO2) 21 JUN 7f PAGE 61
 
DELTA W-ING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL E=O
 
"__ _ I - --
Ii. 
I .065 ­











.0 0 6a0 a1t I 20 ma 30 35 40 45 50 55 so go 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
*YMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES -REFER~ENCE INFORMlATION 




XMRr 4.9785 INCHES 
yMLL 04)012 INCHES
 
ZNF&P 0.4550 INCHES 
SCALE 12,12135 SCALE
DATA MIT. CODE ,GVIMX*O 

PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER 65W17E10v17X £0 CSRTSO2) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 62
 
DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC-STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 	DEL E=O
 
2o* P -r-t-1- -r--t--. . . ..--. . .. 	 I ' '-F 
I I I 
__._ _ _ _ 	












-o* 4 4 .4 lJ J ... .. L. ... tta-- t x L.---I-A- ... - 4 i~----­
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. COF
 
SYMBOL MACH 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 






XMRF 4,97 S' INCHES
 




DATA MIST. CODE *GVIHI*E 
 SCALE a.0035 SCALE
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WIVE1OV17X EO CGRTG02) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 83
 
DELTA WING ORBITER BASiC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL E=6
I 


















0.4 101_ -. ~ - "1. o__.4_6 _ __ _Beo
0.92.
 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. COF
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION, 
1.00 ELVATR 0.000 REPS 0.0745 SQFT 
REL zar4T INCHES 
RErB 4. 9780 INCHES 
X$IRP 4.9785 INCHES 
YNRP 0.00a INCHES 
ZMRF 9.45511 INCHES 
SAE 003 CLDATA MIST. CODE *GVIHI*E 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17 .EIQV!7X EQ' CGRT6O2) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 64T
 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 













1.2 2.4 1.6 2.0 2.0 2.2.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT, COF
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O 1.200 ELVATR 0.000 REFS 0.0745 SQFT" 
REFL 2.8742 INCHES 
REFS 4.9780 INCHES 
XMRP 4.9785 INCHES 




DATA MIST. CODE *GVINI*E 
PWT-TC135'NR DELTA ORBITER 85W17EIOV17X EO CGRT602) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 65
 
YNAN.IC O4ARACTERISTICS OEL E:O















-U " 0:o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1,;.4 1,,6 1.0 BID. ,2 .p 
FOREBODY [IRAQ COEFFICIENT. COF
 
SYMBOL. MACh R CVLE REFERENCE tONTO 
0 1.30]0 ELVATR 0.1mI~ REFS Q. [ ]4 S~tFT 
YMOP P. INCM00RP U 051 INCKES
 
DATA CODE DIRT. FIGVINIELE
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER BRWP7ESV7X EO {soTrr 21 JUN 71 PAPE , 6
 
0.6 
DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL E=O
 
f I I, I I 
 F I I I I i l l l 
 I I i 
 I I I 
 I I~ 
 i i i 
 iT













______ __l l = . , , , , , , , 
.40 .35 .30 .25 .20 .15 -.10 .05 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETITC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o 1.000 ELVATR 0.000 REFS a.0745 SOFT 
REFL 2.8742 INCHES 
REFS 4.9$0 INCHES 
XMRP 4.9785 INCHES 
YHRF a.00D0 IHES 
ZNRP 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIHI*E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTAiORBITER B5W17E1OVI7X EO CGRTG02) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 67 
DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERWMYWIC OIAACTERISTICS GEL E=0 
4 
1.4 k 








.40; .35 . o ,.25 .29 .15 w ual ".QS -. to,-J 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CIZM
 
SYMBOL MACH NPE A ETRIC VALUES EERCUEg kn199Oq tsas-aj T aIOo 1.100 ELVATR 0Jz00 
FSa 4~ O Zbc4 -
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIMX*E ,SCALE 0,9 ~ sCt 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W1VE1OVI7X EQ tZRT8O2) 21 JUN 71 PA . 8 
DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL E=0
 







- 4' .5 6 . 3 0 .25 . 1 0 0E O 0 5 0 1 5 . D2 0 1 5 . DO - - . 1 - -
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
SYM89L MACK PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 	 1.200 ELVATR 0.0au REFS 0.0'(45 SQFT 
REFL 2.8742 INCHES 
REFS 	 4.9760 INCHES 
1 NCHES4:9785
XMRP
YNRP 0.D0 0 	 1N CHES
Z RP 04550 	 INCHES
 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIMI*E 	 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOV17X E-0 CGRT602) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 69 1
 
_____ 
DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS DEL E=G
 
1.4 












.30 .25 .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -. 65 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20.940 .35 
PT TCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

REFS a.0745 SOFT
0 1.300 ELVATR 0.000 

-. 10 .5 $-A20 
REFB 4.9780 INCHES 
.4 352S.0.  .1 10 .5L0 -0 REFL 2:8742 INCHES 
8 5  

XMRP 4.9' INCHES 
YMRP a CHICO INCHES Z.RP 0:4550 INCHE S 
DATA MISTM CEE CGVIOIIE CLM 
PWTTC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WE7EIOVPSX EO CGRT602] 21 JUN 71 PAGE 70
 
EFFECT OF ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ON DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC AERODYNAMICS
 
I 	 1 ~ 1 44 

1.6 	 AQ 
I
 
0.2 _____ 	 _ 
0.4
 




- 0 15 21) 25 31) 35 40 45 5" '5 so SS 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE .REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-30.000 MACH 0,400 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVAT9 REFS 0.0745 SQFT 
- .0*O ORT604 30.000 GRT603 - iO,00O REFL 2,8742 INCHES 
0.000 	 GRT6OI 0.000 REFS 4:19780 INCHES
 






DATA 0IST.CODE .GVI0IE SCALE 0,0035 SCALE
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5Wl2EIOV1 X E-30 3GRT65) 21 JUN 7 PAGE 71
 

















-5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL ELVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 













YHRP aoo00 INCHES 
ZMRP 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA HST. CODE *GVIII*E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOV17X E-30 (GRTBO4) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 72
 



















-15 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 5 55 60 65 70
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 * DATA SOURCE . REFERENCE INFORMATION 2 
 - 30.000 ACH 0.90D 	 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 0.0745 SQFT 
10.000 	 GRT604 - 30.000 GRT603 - 10.000 REFL 2.8742 INCHES 
REFB 4.9780 INCHESORTEOI 0.000

.000 







DATA MIST. CODE *GVIHI*E 

PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOVI7X E-30 CGRT604) 21 JUN 7"1 PAGE 73
 
--- 





























5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 

0.400 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR 
GRT6O4 - 30.000 GRT6S - iO.000 
SRT6OI 0.000 





55 60 76 TO 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
REFS 0.0745 SQFT 





YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP 0.4550 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0055 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17E1OV17X E-30 CGRT604) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 
 74 
EFFECT OF ELEVATOR DEFLECTION 04 DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC AERODYNAMICS
 
I I ­





























-5 0 5 10 1 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELVATR PARANETqIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 2 - 30.000 MACH 0.600 DATASET ELVATR DAT.SET ELVATR REFS 0.0745 SOFT 
- 10.000 GRT6S4 - 30.000 GRT603 - 10.0 REFL 2.8742 INCHES 
REFS 4:978D INCHESORT60i 0.000 
YMRP 0. D INCHES 
ZNRP 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIHI*E 
G.ooo XNRF 4.9785 INCHES 
SCALE 0.005 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17E10V17X E-30 CGRTS04) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 75
 
EFFECT OF ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ON DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC AERODYNAMICS
 
* I I 
2.8 tS. f ii i 
I., I -' 2.4 
_ j__ 












-. 5 0 5 1 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL ELVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 50.000 MAC 0.900 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 0.0745 SOFT 
- 10.000 ORTSD4 - 30.000 GRT60 - 10.000 REFL 28742 INCHES 
0.000 GRT601 0.000 XHRP 4.9785 INCHES 







DATA IST. CODE *GVINI*E 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17E10V17X E-30 CGRTBO4) 21 JUN 71' PAGE 76
 
_ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ 
EFFECT OF ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ON DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC AERODYNAMICS
 
I_ _ _ _ _I I 















-°D-5 0 5 la 15 21 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 6, 65 To 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL ELVATR FARAMETR C VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-30.000 MAC 0.409 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 0.0745 $QFT 
-10.000 GHT604 - 30 Duo GRT603 - 10.000 REFL 2 ST42 INHES 
0.00o GRT601 0:000 REFS 4.9780 INCHES 
"RFY.P 4 7050 :91C INCHES__CHES 




0.9015 1 ,CME$SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5Wl7E10Vl7X E-30 CGRT604] 21 JUN 71 PAGE 
 77 


















.10 . _. .... 
-0-5 1in 15 20 95 30 35 40 45 so 55 OD 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-313.060 MACH f .600 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 6.0745 SQFT 
201.00D GRT604 - 30.090 69TO03 - Ia.0D0 REFL 2.8742 I9CHES 
S OO GRT601 0.000 REFB 4.9780 INHE
 
000XMRF 4:978L INCHES 
YHRP 0.'O0090 INCHES 
ZMRP 0 .4550 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0055 SCALE
 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIMI*E 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5Wl7EIOV17X,E-30 CGRTG04] 21 JUN 71 PAGE 78 
EFFECT OF ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ON DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC AERODYNAMICS
 











-. 15 . 
5 10 15 g0 25 30 35 40 45 5D 55 g0 es 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 30.000MACH 0.900 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 0.0745 SQFT 
- 10.000 GRT6D4 - 50.000 GRT603 - 10.000 REFL 2.8742 INCHES 
0.000 ONTOUS 0.000 REFD 4.0700 INCHES: 
 XMRP 4.9785 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA HIST. CODE *GVIHI*E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA-ORBITER B5W17EIOVIVX E-30 CGRT604) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 79
 
__ 






















 .. . .
 
D.0 5 




ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMOOL ELVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
_ 30.000 MACH REFERENCE INFORMATION0.400 
 DATASET 
 ELVATR DATASET ELVATR 
 REFS 0.0745 SQFT
- 10.000 GRT604 30.000
0.00D GRT603 - 10.000 2.8742REFL INCHESGRT601 D.U05 REFS 4.9780 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE 
XMRP INCHES4*9785 




PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W10EIOV12X E-30 
 5GRT504) 
21 JUN 71 PAGE 80
 





_ _ 8_ 












10-5 0 5 15 z0 25 30 35 40 45 It' 55 Go 65 To 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL CLVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 











0.0 RB• .0 XH.RP 4 978, INCHES 
YMRP
ZRP 
D,00900.4550 INCHES INCHES 
PW-C15NRDLTTRITRO4lEl~7 ANGLEOATTACKSCALE E-300 A.DL5 CRT603 - 21.0J EFL714 SCALEINCE8 S 
DACAELAOBTRATASETCLDT E- VATST.TASET 7EFS PE S 








Is -­ ,--II 1.I 
rI
 











0.4 _ _ _____ _ 
0.2 
'INA eo 
0.0 L : 51:;al 1..0 .. 1 5 2 . 2 .I'5 3 l 1 L UWL 1LJ . J IpIp1 
-5 0 5 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
- 30.000MACH D.900 GATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 0.0745 SOFT 
-10.000 GRT604 - 30.000 ORTGO3 - 10.000 REFL 2.8742 INCHES 
0.000 REFB 4.9780 INCHES0 0.000 RTS0I XHRP 4.9785 INCHES 
YMRP 0.000 INCHES 
ZMRF 0.4550 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIHI*E 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORB-ITER B5W17EOV17X E-3O CGRT60) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 82
 
EFFECT OF ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ON DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC AERODYNAMICS
 



















1 .... .... .... .. . . 
5 a 5 10 is Re 25 3D 35 40 45 ao 55 so 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
-.
. . . . . .I. . . .t. . . . . . . . . .
 
SYMBOL 5LVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
3.0 MC 0.400 DATAET LVATR DATASET LVATR REFS 0745 SFT
 
.- T ODD GRT604 - 30.000 GRT605 - 10,000 REFL 08742 INCHES
 










DATA MIST. CAE TGVIHITR SATE 0.0745 SCFT 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5Wl7EIOV'7X E-30 CGRT604- 21 JUN 71 PAGE 83 
EFFECT OF ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ON DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC AERODYNAMICS
 














-. at 5 a' S o 15 2a 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 6S 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL CLVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE; INFORMATION 
_ 30.000 MAC 0.600 DATASET 9LVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS a 0745 SOFT 
- 10.000 GETS04 - 30.000 GRT603- 10.000 REFE. 2.674 2 INCHES 
0.000 GRT601 0.0clo REFB 4 .9786 1iNCHES 
XMRP 4.9785 INCHES 





IN CHESSCAL  
84ORA 
DATA EMOFSATAK ALPH. GR EESP E 
--




























20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70
 5 15
-5 0 10 





SyHOL £LVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 

DATASET ELVATR CATASET ELVATR REPS 0.0745 
 SQFT
 
- 30.000 ACH 0.900 

- 10.000 
 GRTGO4 - 30.000 GRT60 - 1O.000 REFL 2.8742 INCHES 









 DATA MIST. CODE *GVIHI*E 

PWT-TCI35 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17E1QV!7X E-30 CGRT604) 21 JUN 7.1 PAGE 85
 









- 5 tO is 20 253 30 35 43 45 50 55 60 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE IMFOaMATION 
30.009 MACH 0. 4 90 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATE REPS 0.0745 SQFT
-10.000 GRT604 - aun0u GRT653 - 10.000 REPL 2 STA.? I'MCNES 
TErF 4.9-6 INCHES 
. 0.000 XMRF 4.B785 INCHESWT01 
YMRF QIDOQR INCHES 
ZMRP 0.4$31 INCHES 
DATA HIST. CODE *GVINI*E SCALE 0.0015 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOVI7X E-30 &GRT604) 21 JUN 71 . PAGE 86
 












- 0 5 so is 20 ? 5 30 35 40 45 so 55 60 65 70
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS a 0745 SQFT 






0.0 OT0 000RP 4:978, INCHES
 
YR, 0 .0000 INCHES
 
ZHRP 0 4550 INCHES
 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIME fL_ 0 005 SCALE
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WlTElOVl7X E-30 [GRT604] 21 JUN 71 PAGE 87
 
EFFECT OF ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ON DELTA UING ORBITER BASIC AERODYNAMICS 
~~ -r 








- 5 5 0 is 20 as _ _ _5a 40 45 s o 55 6 0 65 7 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYM80L ELVATR PARAMETR C VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
_ 30.000 MAC 0.905 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 0.0745 SQFT 
- 10.0O0 GRTG04 - 30.000 GRT693 - 10.000 REFL 2,8742 INCHES 
0.600 GRT6Ul 0.000 REFS 4:9760 INCHES






DATA MIST. CODE *GVIHZ*E 
 SCALE O.Oozs SCALE
 
PWVT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WITEIOVITX E-30 (GqT604'3 21 JUN 71 PAGE 88
 
EFFECT OF TOR DEFLECTION ON LTA WING ORBITER BASIC AERODYNAMICS 
t-p-r-i-~~~~~~~~ rI.~rrr--rr r--r- rrr T r I T I I tI I T 
I I i I 
) I 
















0.25 0 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 Go 65 75 
i ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELVATR ARMERI ALUE$ DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION " 
-30.000 MAC 0.40, CTA$ET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 0.0745 SQFT 
-A 2T:04 - 30*DUB GRT603 10.50S REEL 2.8742 INCHESANGE O ATTACK.ALPHA.5DEGREE
 







DATA -IST.CODE TGvASET TT ER E 0.035 SCALT0.00 hS 0.00 EFS L 4.970 I HE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA -4fTER CGRTS4) 21 JUN 71 PAGEB5WI7E10V171 E-30' 8E 
EFFECT OF TOR DEFLECTION ON DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC AERODYNAMICS
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-5 5 10 i5 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 7O 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES VATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFQRHAT.ION
 
- 300 MACH 0.00 DATASET ELVATR GATASET ELVATR REFS 0.0745 SkFT 
- ±0.000 RT604 - 30.00 GRT63 - t9o.o REFL 2.8742 INCHESDDr DRT6 Dtop REFS 4.97sq V CHES 
xRFP 4.9785 INCHES 
iYMRP G.Gaps, INCHES 
ZMRP 0.455a. INCHE 
SCALE n.0035, SCALEDATA MIST, CODE *GVIHI 

PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7E1OVIX E-30 CGRT604) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 90
 
EFFECT OF E TOR DEFLECTION ON DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC AERODYNAMICS
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-0.1
 
-0-5 0 5 a is 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 SO60 6 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
FAAIERIC DATA SOURCESYMBOL ELVAIR VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
--30.00 MAH 0-3 DATA$ET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 0.0745 SOFT 
- 0.00O GET604 -30.000 GRT603 - 10.000 REFL 2,8742 INCHES
0.000 GRT6- 0.100 REFS 41780 INCHES
 







DATA HlbT. CO] GVIHI*E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA- [TER B5Wl7E]OV1TX E-30 CGRT604) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 91
 
EFFECT OF ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ON DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC AERODYNAMICS
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-.6 5 0 is a0n5 2 5 in 35 40 45 so 55 60 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL CLVATR FARAMETPIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
-30.000 MACH 0.400 DATASET 
 ELVATR DAT.SET ELVATR REFS 0.0745 SGFT
 
10l.000 ORT654 - 50.030 RT693 - 10.000 REFL 2 6742 INCHES
 







SCALE .. 0035 SCALE
 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIHI*E
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17E1Vl7X E-30 (GRT604] 21 JUN 71 PAGE 92
 
EFFECT OF ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ON DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC AERODYNAMICS
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so 70
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELVATR 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE114FORMATION
- 0.000 MACH 0.600 
 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATE 
 REFS D .DA5 SOFT
10.000 
 GRT604 30.000 ORT603 - 10.000 REFL 2 8742
0.0,00 INCHES
GRT601 0.000 
 REFS 4:9780 INCHES
 
XHRP 4.9785 INCHES
YRP 0 0000 
 1INCHES
 
ZMRF 0:45"9 INCHES 
DATA HbT. CODE VIMI* S
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WlElOV)X E-30 CGRT604) 
 21 JUN 71 PAGE 93
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LL °04 Isk 
-3 5 1 15 28 5 zo as 40 45 so1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELVATR PARAMETPIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMA-TION 
-30.000 MAC 0.9u, DATASET FLVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 0.0745 SOFT 
-ID.Doo GRT604 - 55.00U GRTS03 - 10.009 REPL 2.8742 INCHES, 
.00GRT601 0.006 REF5 4 9780 INCHES 
0.00NRF 4:9785 INCHES 
YMRr a 0 co INCHES 
2HRF. O: 550" INCHES
 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIMI*E 
 SCALE 0 'D035 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER BS5W17EIOV TX E-30 [GR-T6043 21 JUN 71 PAGE 94, 















00. YNR 0 NCE
 
III coo__ __ T:14 __ :0__T0_-1.00_F 284 ICE 
0. 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.0 2.0 2.2 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. COF
 
SYNBOL ELVATR "PARAETIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION2-
 ND.ET0AIE 0.400 CATASET ELVATR CATASET ELATR REF 0.0745 SFT 
- ±o.oau GRT6O4 - 30.000 CR7603 - 10.000 REFL 2.8742 INCHESo .000 CR7601 o~oou REFB 4.9780 INCHES 
yMRP d.OOUO INCHES 
ZHRP 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA HUST, COCE *GVI4 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7E1OVI7X E-30 CGRTSO4) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 35
 












0.0 0.2 0.4 1,6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
 
SYMBOL ELVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 0.0 AC 0.00 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 0.0745 SOFT 
- 10.000 GRT004 - 30.000 GRT603 - 10.000 REFL 2.8742 INCHES 
REFB 4.9780 INCHESG.00ORT601 0.00
.00XMRP 4.9785 INCHES 
YHRP 0.000V INCHES 
ZARP 0.4550 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIMI*E
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOVI7X E-30 CGRTB04) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 96
 









. 0.2 3.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. COF
 
SYMBOL 	 ELVATR PARAHETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3.aom MACW 0.900 DATASET ELVATR CATASET ELVATR REFS 0.0745 SQFT 
-10.000 	 GRT4 - 30.000 GRT603 - 10.000 REFL 2.0742 INCHES
 
-0.00 	 0RT604 - E0.000 1 INCHES4-9710 
0 o.0oo GAT601 0.000 4 978 INCHES 
YMRF 0.000 INCHES 
ZHR? .4550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVINI*E SCALE 0.0055 SCALE
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7E1OV17X E-30 CGRTB04) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 97
 
EFFECT OF ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ONDELTA WING ORBITER BASICAERODYNAMICS
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-°40 .35 .313 .25 .20 .15 .10 .ti5 .00 -.05 -.10 -.15 -.2O 
PITCHING MOMENT CEFFICIENT, CLMA
 
SYMBOL ELVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INF 98ATION 
000.O MAC 0.400 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REPS 0,D745 'SQFT 
- O g OGRT64 - 3.000 GRTS 03 - 10.000 REFL 2.8742 INCHES0 .000 GRT60I 0.000 REPS 4.9750 INCHES 
XHRP 4.5785 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
.ZHRP 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA HI1ST. COVE *GVIHI*E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PWT-TC]35 NR DJELTA ORBITER B5W17E1OVIVX E-30 CGRTBO4) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 98
 
EFFECT OF ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ON DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC AERODYNAMICS
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" I PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
SyMSOL ELVATR P RAH{TRIC VALUES DATA OURCE .REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-30.000 MAC U.600 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 0.0745 QFT 
GRT604 - 30.000 GRT603 - 10.000 REFL 2.8742 INCHES 
.O GRT601 0.000 REFB 4 9760 INCHE 
.00XMRF 4,9765 iNCHES 







SCALE 0:003 5 SC ALE DAAMS.iOE *VM* 

E3'0 21
PWT-TC135 NR DEL TA BS1EOt -RIE (GRT604) JUN 7% PAGE 99 








W~SCL ________ 0..83 SCALE 
-0 . "t4 0 .3 5 .3 0 .26 .20 .15 .10 05.00 
_ . 0s - .10 - .15 - .20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
SYMBOL _ ELVATR 'H.gU9 DATA SOURCE
d3a ARAETRIC VALUES DATASET ELVATR DATASET REFERENCE INFORMATION
ELVATR REFS 0.0745 SQFT
 
- 20*000 GRT04 - 50.000 GRT603 - DOU REFL 2 8742 INCHES
0.000 
 GRT60i 0.000 
 REFS 4:97:0 INCHES
 
XMIRP 4 .978 INCHES 
HRP 0 .ODD; INCHES 
ZMRP U.45513 INCHES 
D A TA M I ST . CODE *GV I M I * E S A E O O 5 
 C L
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTAORBITER B5WI7EIOVI7X E-30 CGR1804]" 21 JUN 71 PAGE 100 
EFFECT OF ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ON DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC AERODYNAMICS
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a5 5 10 15 	 20 25 30 35 40 45 s0 55 so 63 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMSOL CLVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA-SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 30.000 MACH 1.OO DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 0.0745 SOFT 
- 0.000 
- GRT6O6 - 30.000 GRT6O5 - io.000 REFL 2842 INCHES 
0.000 	 GRT602 






DATA MIST. CODE I"OV I E 	 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA-ORBITER B5W17EIOVI7X E230 CGRT6OG) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 101
 
2EFECT 
 OF ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ON DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC AERODYNAMICS 
1.0 
- 4 

















ANGLE OP ATTACK. 70 -ALPHA DGREES 
$ro50 3. r 0" MA H PARAMETRIC VIL UE$ ALPHA E s5 , 
DATA 7 -rG2 TGUATE6ELVA.W SUR cE 
REFE ENCEA
D DATASCTR 6 6 

- 3.0 6 0 
 1 0 .
0, 'G R T G 5 -ELVATR0n R E F L 0U 7 4 5

'mrs 
RE B 74E IN HC S 
IC4rA RbOT. COME'PWT-TC3S NR'-DELTA ORBITER BWI7EIV~X Xk&V9"nrsC~r E-,3Q ,ZHRP D.OGo 'INCHESL
*&Vzr~e CGRTG'06) kRPINCHES '..00521 SCALEJUN 71 
­


















-5 ,0 It 5 10 L 15 . . . ..20 . .I 25 30 . .-35 ...40 . ... ....45 J 50 .t.. . . t 55 , ,...s0 S65 . 70 
- ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL ELVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 30.000 MACH 1.200 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 0.0745 SQFT 







YHRP 0.0o0 INCHES 
ZVRP 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. SOOE *GVINI*E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PWT-TC-135 NR DELTA'ORBITER B5W17E1OV17X E:30 CGRT606) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 103
 
EFFECT OF ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ON DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC AERODYNAMICS
 








-S 0 S 19 15 O a5 30 
 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 T 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFrRCNCE INFORMATION
 




 &RTOCG - 30.05001,1GSJio 
 REPS 4.0'2 INCHES
 
V.000 
 GRT6C2 U.000 






DATA MIST. CODE *GVIKI*E 
 SCALE 9.903 SCALE
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EIOVI7X E-30 [GRTSOG 21 JUN 71 PAGE 104
 
EFFECT OF ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ON DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC AERODYNAMICS 
I -­
2.4 












5 _10 E __2___5 0 45_ 5 0 5 
-0.2 
___ 
-5 0 5 10 is 20 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 so 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL ELVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 30.000 MACN 1.000 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 0.0745 SOFT 
-- 0.000 GRT66 - 30.000 GRT6E5 - 10.000 REFL 2.8742 INCHES 
0.GRT602 0.005 REFSXNRP 4.97804.9785 INCHES INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA HIST. CODE 4GVIHI4E SCALE 0.0055 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOV17X E-30 CGRTGOGJ 21 JUN 71 PAGE 105
 
EFFECT OF ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ON DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC AERODYNAMICS
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-0.0 . . . . . . . . . . l
0.2 _ 
a.- 5 0 15 20 es 30 as 411 45 so 55 60 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAi DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE iAFORMATION 
_ aa.000 MAC 1.100 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 0.0745 SOFT 
- la00 GRT606 -'ab.uEO GRT605 - iD,000 REFL 2.674? INCHES 
O:.00 GRTS02 0.1100 REFS 4.9760 INCHES 
XNRr 4,9785 INCHES 
YHRP 0:90 DI INCHESZH0P 0.4550 INCHES
 
DATA M.ST. COE 4GVIMI*E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5Wl7EIOV17X E-30 CGRT6OG) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 106
 
EFFECT OF ELEVATOR DEFLECTION (ELTA WING ORBITER BASIC AERODYNAMICS
 
[ I, I i 1 .11l 1 1 1 1 f T l i ~ l I lI l l lFi 1 I IT 
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ANGLE Gj ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL CLVATR PARAHET..IC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-30.900 MAC L.200 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 0.0745 SOFT 
- 0.SODD GRT606 - 50.00O RT605 - 10.000 REFL 2.84z INCHES 





~~ZM 0, 0 ICHES
 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIMI*E 
 SCA.LE IN05
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELIAIORBITER B5WlTEIOViTX E-30 CGRTGOG] 21 JN 71 PAGE 107
 



















VATAETLVAR CATASE ELVATR 
 RFERENCE XNFORHAT
OREFS 745 
DA TA N ST . CODE :*0 6 5 R E F L SOF T 0 D .0
*GR RFSI,.s grogr42 ZNCHE&
DAA*T"C 
 GVIHI*E




35 NR DELTA DRBITER BWI7EIOVI7X E-30 
P 
0H0 MCHES




EFFECT OF ELEVATOR DEFLECTION Ott DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC AERODYNAMICS
 












IL -. 10 
____ ___LiL 
-0 5. 0 5 18 is B e 2 5 3 0 a s 4 0l 4 5 s o 5 5 6 0 as 7 0 
ANGLE OF'ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE .REFERENCE INFORMATION' 
" -39.Dou MACH 1.000 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 0.0745 SQFT
 
to etlo ORTS6 - 30.000 ORT605 - 10.000 REFL 2.6742 INCHES
 
0:000 GRT6R 0.O009 REFS 4 9780 INCHES
 
XMRP 4*9785 1NCHES 
YMRP U .,U ' INCHE , 
8HRP 0 .45 5U0 1CHIS 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIMI*E SCALE .+0u3s SCALE
 
T 3 DPW-C15N LAORBITER BSW17E10V T7X E-30 CGRT6OG) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 109 
EFFECT OF ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ON DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC AERODYNAMICS
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- 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 '70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
_ 30.000 H 1.100 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 0.0745 SQFT 
GRT606 - 30.000 GRT605 - 10.000 REFL 2.8742 INCHES 
0.OO GRT602 0.000 REFS 4.9780 INCHES 
XMRP 4.9785 INCHES 
kIRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP a.455L INCHES 




DATA MIST. CODE 

PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17ElOVI7X E-30 CGRT6OG) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 110
 
---
EFFECT OF ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ON DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC AERODYNAMICS
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5 a0 a 5 20 es 30 35 4a 45 5 5 a0 65 To 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
3YMBOL ELVATR 






. 0 0 
DATASE T 
GRT606 










REFS 0.0745 SQFT 
REFL 2.6742 INCHES 
E F S 4 9 7 8 0 I N C H ES 
GTD 000RR X.0 4 978 5 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 







PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5Wl7EIOV7X E-30 CGRT6OG] 21 JUN 71- PAGE ill
 
I 
EFFECT OF ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ON-DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC AERQUYNAHICS
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-	 Is 20 _ _25 3 0 35 4 0 45 so 55 60 65 7 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-30.00D MAC 1.300 DATA$ET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR 'REFS 0.0745 SQFT 
- 0O.000 G T606 - 50 coo ORT605 -10.000 REFL 2 8742 INCHES 





Y.R0 0.00v0 INCHES 
DATA HIST. COE pGVINI*E ZMRFSCALE 0.45500.0035 INCHESSCALE 
PWT-TC135 NRDELTA ORBITER B5W57E05V!7X E-30 3 GRT60 21 JUN 71 PAGE 112 
EFFECT OF ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ON DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC AERODYNAMICS
 




e Iu I 
S 1. I 
L- ] _ __ [ , 
m 
Lii1.41 ' ,, ,_ i . . . 1. . . 
ft 1.0 ___i i_ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
 
60 65 70
-5O 0 5 1D is 20 25 in 35 40 45 50 55 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYBOL ELVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 3 . 000 ACH 1.000 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REF S 0 .745 SQFT 
10 .000 GRT606 - 30.130O ORT605 - 0.000 REFL 2 8742 INCHES
 












TGVIHTLE 0.0 35 
DATA ISTA CODE 

PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W1YEIOV17X E-30 CGRT606) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 113
 
0 
EFFECT OF ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ON DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC AERODYNAMICS
 
'7__!Tlvr ' I 2.0 _ 
-I
 











5 0 5 to is 20 25 s0 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL ELVATR PARANETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 30.0Goo ACH 1.iso DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 0.0745 SQFT 
- 10.000 GRT606 - 3r.000 GRT605 - 10.000 REFL 2,8742 INCHES 
.GRT6O2 D.0D REFB 4.9780 INCHES 
XMRP 4.9785 INCHES 
YNRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRF 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVINI*E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER BW17E1CVt,7X E-30 CGRT6OB) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 114 
--
EFFECT OF ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ON DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC AERODYNAMICS
 
2.2 
i _ _ _ _ _ I ' 1.0 1
 
___ - ___ _ __ - "- __ 
UL __I__ _I
 









0 5 10 45 20 25 Sa 35 40 45 60 55 St 66 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION2- 30.000 MAC 1.200 DATASET ELVAIR DATASET ELVATR REPS 0.0745 SOFT 
- 10.000 GRT6O6 - 30.000 GRTSOS - to.ouo REFL 2.8742 INCHESB

-O GRTOUZ 13.000 REF 4.9780 INCHES

XRP 4.9795 INCHES 
Y.RP 0.000 INCHES 
ZRP 0.455 INCHES 
DATA N IST. flVIHI*E 0.0035 SCALECODE SCALE 

NR DELTA ORBITER 2W17E10V17X E-30 21
.PWT-TC135 CGRT605 JUN 7 PAGE 115
 
EFFECT OF ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ON DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC AERODYNAMICS
 
2.2 ...- . -... -. .--.. . . .. .".i i. ...- . . -. "r - r ,r I - -,- rr t
 
2.0 	 ----- I -- ­













....... ~~~~~ IIIIII 	 I1 ... I ....
.. .... I .... 11
 
0.00 5 t 15 20 25 30 35 4D 
 45 50 55 60 65 TO
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE TNFORIATION
 
- 30.000 MACH 1.300 	 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 0.0745 SQF-T 
- 10.000 	
- CRT65 REFLGRT606 30.000 - 10.000 2.8742 INCHES 
0.000 	 GRT602 0.000 REFB 4:9780 INCHES 
YRRP O.UPur INCHES 
ZNRP 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIHI*E 	 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EIOV!TX.E-30 CGRT606) 21 JUN 71 PAGE iiS
 
EFFECT OF ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ON DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC AERODYNAMICS
 
. . .... ... . . . .
 
jIC 
N 	 1 1-
I
 
0 _ 44 




0 2 30 40 5DIs5 zo 25 35 45 55 60 65 TO 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYHSOL ELVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-- .000 ACH 1 000 DATASET ELVATR ATAST ELVATR REFS 0 0745 SQFT 
1D0000 GRT606 -30.000 GRT605 , - 0.OO REFL aB742 INCHES 






•YMRP 	 0,OD00 INCHES 
2HRF a 4550 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035, SCALEDATA HrST. COCE *GVIMI*E 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5Wl7EIOV1TX E-30 (GRT6OG] 21 JUN 71 PAGE 117
 
EFFECT OF ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ON DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC AERODYNAMICS
 









S s D 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
_ 30.0O0 MAC 1.100 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 0 0745 SQFT 
- 10.000 GRT 06 - 30.000 GRIGGS - 10.000 REFL 2:8742 INCHES 




YMRw aOoO IN CH
 
ZHF 0 455 INCHES
 
DATA LIST.CRE *GVTAE SCALEF E .0035 SCALE
 
fl-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B.W07E0OVTAX E-30E GRTLI) 21 UN 71 PAGE 1,18
 
--












S-to 	 15 25 30 35 
 40 45 50 55 so 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 0.000 MACH 1.200 DATASET ELVATR DAT4SET ELVATR REFS 0.0745 SQFT 
- 0.000 GRT606 - 30.000 ORT605 -20.000 REFL a. 742 INCHES 









DATA MIST. CODE *GVXIE SCALE 0:0 '35 SECALE 	 ­
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA.ORBITER B5WITEIOViTX E-30 CGRT6OG) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 119
 
EFFECT ,OF ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ON DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC AERODYNAMICS
 











ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE RFRPC NOMTO 
_ 's0 MACH 1.500 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 0.0745 SQFT 
- lQOOO ORT606 - 30.000 GRT605- - 10.000 REFL 2.6742 INCHES 
.000 RT602 O.000 REFB 4 9780 CAES 
XMRF 4.0785 INCHES 
YMRP' 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 0,455U INCHXS 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIMI*E SCALE 0:0035 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EIOV17X'E-30, CGRT66 21 JUN 71 PAGE 120 .. 
___ 
EFFECT TOR DEFLECTIO 0tDELTA WING ORBITER BASIC AERODYNAMICS
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ELVATR DATA3ET ELVATR 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0,0745 SQFT 
-0.000 , GRIGGS - 30.000 GRT605 10.000 REFL 2.8742 INCHES 
0.000 GRT602 0.00 REFS 4.9780 INCHES 
XMRP 4.975 INCHES 
YMRF 0.0o0 INCHES 
I ZNRP 0.4550 INCHES 
H CATAODT.oE CGVIMI*ESHALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER BSWI7E1OV17X E-30 " GRTGOS) 21 JUN 71 PAGE. .'121 
EFFECT E VATOR DEFLECTION ON.DELTA WING ORBITERBASIC AERODYNAMICS
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 30.000 MACH 1.100 DATASET ELOATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 0.0745 SOFT 




0.000 XNRPI 4.9785 INCHES
 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZARP 0.45 0 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
CODE *GVIMI4EDATA HST, 
PWT-TC!35 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EI0VI-7X E30 CGRT6OS) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 122
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iANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 



















0.00 ORT692 B.SOs REF-4 4-9780 INCHES 
XMR 
Y4RP 4:9765 0.0000 INCHES INCHES 
DATA HIS CD E SGVIHT TE TCALE 
ZMLP n 45h4 
0.0735 
INCHES SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELT ORBITER BGWI7EI Rt7XE-30 CGRTGO5- 21 JUN 71 PAGE 123 
EFFECT F VATOR DEFLECTION ON DELTA WJ$8 ORBITER BASICAERMYNAMiCS 
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. fm- 5 10 15 25 30 35 40 45 50 95 ad es i 
ANGLE OF ATTAGK ALPHIA; DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES ifA SOURCE IEFERENCE INFORNATIOH 
- 30.000 MACH 1.300 DATASIET EA"tR DATASET EL'KTR REFS o.oT4$ "FT 
-1l03.000 GRiSo6 - ia.000 GRT605 - i0.000 REFL , QTa2 INCHES000GRT602 R.EFLW 4.9YI INCHES
 
0.000 x"P 4:.9S INCHES
YMRP 0.oopo INCHES 
ZHmP 0.45R INCHES 
SCAtE 0.0035 SCALE bATA MIST. CODE *GVIHI*E. 

PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17ELOVI7X E-3O . CGFTSO6) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 124 
EFFECT OF ELEVATOR DEFLECTI ON DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC AERODYNAMICS
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ANGLE OE ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
ELVATR PARAHETRIC VALUES I;DT OREREFERENCE INFORMATION
 




GRT6OS - 30.000 ORT6OS - lOOO REFL 2.8742 INCHES 
- 10.000 







DATA HI1ST. CODE *GVIHI*E 
-PAGE
PWT-TC13S NR OELTA ORBITER B5W17E10V17X E-30 CGRT6O6) 21 "JUN 71 	 125
 
__ ___ _ __ 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
S, NaOL ELVAIR PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 30.000 MAtH 1.100 DAASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 0.0745 =FT 
- 10,000 GOTP06 ; 30.000 GRT605 - 19.0GO REFL Z.674Z INCHES 
010 tTGZ 090REFS 4.57130 INCHES OOO 60 .O0I 	 XHRP 4o978 INCHE$ 
YMRP 0.0ou0 IrjHES 
ZHRF 0.4550 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WlTEIOVI7X E-30 (GRTS06) 21 JUN 71 PACE 126
 
EFFECT OF ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ON DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC AERODYNAMICS
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ANGLE Or ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELVATR FARANETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 0.000 MACN 1.200 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 0.0745 SQFT 
- 20.000 GRT66 - 30.000 GRT65 - 10.000 REFL 2,8742 INCHES 
0.000 GRT602 0.000 REFB 4.9780 INCHES
 
XMRP 4.9765 INCHES 
YNRF 0.0o0 INCHES 
ZHRF 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA HIST. CODE *GVIHI*E SCALE 0,0035 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA.ORBITER B5W17E10V17X E-30 CGRT6O6) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 127
 
___ ___ 
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DATA ST. CODE *TVIIAE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17E1OVJ7X E-30 C6R1606) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 128
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
M BO L  







10.000 RT66 - O - 10.000 REFS INCHES 
0.O800 )Y.R INCHES
 
ZARP , AT455 INCHES
 
DATA HIST, CC. AGVIHIAE SCALE 0.0035" SCALE
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7ElOV17X E-30 . CGRTSO6) 21 JUN L PAGE 129 
_ __ 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMsOL ELVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
- 30.000 AC 1.100 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELYATR REFS 0.0745 SQFT 
- ,a.000 GRT66 - 30.000 GRT605 - 10.00 REFL 2.8742 INCHES 
6RT602 000. 00 REFS 4.97T8 INCHES 
XNRP 4.9735 INCHES 
YRP O.0009 INCHESZ AP 0 4q5G 

DATA MIST. CODE *GVIMI*E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17E10V27X E-30 EGRT60S) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 130
 
EFFECT OF ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ON DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC AERODYNAMICS
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELVATR PARAMETRrC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 30.0o MACH 1.200 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 0.0745 SOFT 









DATA MIST. CODE *GVIHI*E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PWT-TCI35 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7E1OVIYX E-30 CGRTS06) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 131
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALA, DEGREESI
 
SYMBOL ELVATR PARAMETRIC VALUE$ DAfA SOURCE REFERENCE INFOFU4AffON
 
_30 coo MACYL 1.500 DATASET ELV iO D iASET ELVATR REPS a 0745 SeFT
 
- 10.009 DRT6b6 - 30.Obd 	 GRT605 - 10.000 REFL 2.8741! IVCHESANGLEOF ATACK0AL5A.
DGREE







DATA MIST. COL E *GVIIE SSULE C IOR A LE
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORTITER B5WI7EIOVb7X E-30 a GRTGOG. -21 UN 71 PAGE 132 
EFFECT OF ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ON DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC AERODYNAMICS








0.0 02 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 12 1.4 1.6 1.8 2oa 2.2 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. COF
 
SYMBOL ELVATR "PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
-30.900 MAC DATASET
1.000 ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 0.0745 SOFT
 
-10.OD ORT606 - 50.000 GRT605 - 10.000 REFL z $742 INCHES 
V.ODu GRT602 0.000 REFS 4:9780 1INCHES 
XMRP 4 9785 INC IS 
YHRP a BUDS INCHES 
ZHRP 9 4550 1 NC HIS 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIMI*E SCA Le ',0035 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EIOV17X F-30 (GRTGOG) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 133
 
EFFECT OF ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ON DELTA VING ORBITER BASIC AERODYNAMICS
 










-IL. 0.2 0.4 0 6 0 8 0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 Z0 2. B 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT, COF
 
SYMBOL ELVATR PARAMERIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 30.00o MACH 1.100 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 0.0745 SQFT 
GRT606 - 30,000 ORT605 - 10.000 REFL 2.8742 INCHES 
- ±0.0000:011 	 GRT602 0.00 REFB 4.9780 INCHES 
XMRP 4.9785 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0C0 INCHES 
ZMRP 0.4550 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
RISE. 	 E2VIN7E
DATA H COPE 
PWT-TC135 NR DEL.TA ORBITER B5W17E1OV17X E-30 (GRT6QS) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 134 
EFFECT OF ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ON DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC AERODYNAMICS
 




















-0.0 0.2 0.4 06 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT, CDF 
SYMBOL ELVATR FARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 30.000 MACH 1.200 CATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 0.0745 SOFT 
- 10.000 CRT606 - 50.000 GRT605 - 10.00 REFL 2.8742 INCHES 






YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *SVIHI*E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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0.0 ____ ____ 
-0.2 _ 
-0" .0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 Z.2 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF 
SYMBOL ELVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
30.CO MACH 1.300 DATASET ELVATR DAIASET ELVATR REFS 0.0745 SOFT 
GRT66­ 30.000 GRT6S - 10.000 REFL 2.8742 INCHES 
GRTGOZ U.oo 4.9780 INCHES 
o.0oo XHRP 4.9785 INCHES 
YMRFZHRP 0.00000.4550 INCHESINCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIMI4E 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOV17X E-30 CGRT60) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 136
 
EFFECT OF ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ON DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC AERODYNAMICS
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-. 1000GT0 /000 GT0 000RF 72 ICE
 
4 XMR 49.. , INCHES 
-~~~~~~YR - 3000 GT0 000RF 0..000°72 1R6OCHES 
ZMRP D 456U INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIMI*E SCALE 0°0935 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5Wl7EIOVl7X E-30 (GRTG06] 21 JUN 71 PAGE 137
 
EFFECT OF ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ON DELTA WING ORBITER BASIC AERODYNAMICS
 








aI 0.0 ___ ____
 
0.0 
____ ILL 0.4 
0.2
 
.40 .35 .50 .25 .2a .15 .10 U05 .00 -. 05 -10 -. 15 .20SCLE 0.03 SAL
 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFrcIENT, CLM
 
SYMBOL ELVAIR PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
300000 MA1.. .105 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 0.0745 SOFT 
- 1.000 - - - GRTS0G --'3G.000 LET6OS - 10,000 REFL a.8742 INCHE 
REFS 4:9780 INCHESo 0.000 GRT60L 










PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER 5W17EIQVl7X E-30 A GRISG) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 138
 













.40 .35 .3 2 20 .15 In0 05 .00 -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -201 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
SYMBOL ELVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION2-30.000 MACH 1.200 OATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 0.0745 SOFT 
-10.000 GRTS06 - 30.000 ORTSUS - 10.000 REFL 2.842 INCHES 
o 	 OD GRIGGS 0.0 REFS 4:!, NCHES 
YMRI' 0.0600 INCHES 
ZHRP 04550 INCHES 
CATA MIST. CODE *GVINI*E SCALE 0035 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17E1OY17X E-30 CGRT6O6) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 133
 
________ 
























.40 .35 .30 .25 .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
SYMBOL ELVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 30.000 MACH 1.300 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELV&TR -REFS. - 0.0745 tor 
- 0.000 GRT66- - 36.000 ORTOS - In.oDo REFL 2.8742 INCHES 









DATA MIST. CODE, *GVIHIE 

PWT-TCI35 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOVI7X E-30 CGRTS06) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 140
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 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE .	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 M 0.400 BETA 0.000 DATASET DELELV DATASET DELELV REFS 0.0745 qFT 
5.000 	 FRT6O - 30.00 FRT6OA - 1o.Oo REFL 2.8742 INCHES 
10.000 	 FRT600 0.00U REFS' 4.9780 INCHES 
XHRP 4.9785 INCHES15.000 
 YHRP 0.000 INCHES 
20.000 ZHRF 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA HIST. CODE *GVIH*CHMI SCALE 0.0035 SCALe 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5W17E1OV17X CFRT601) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 141
 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK VARIATION
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-- 26 -25 -20 -25-30 -35 -40 
DELELV
 
SYMBOL ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMA-7ION -
25.0DO MAC 0.400 BETA 0.000 DATAS T_ D°ELELV --DATASET -DELELV- R iS- - 0.0745 SO-$FT 
- 3.0 BU..D--"-. . . FRT601 - 3G.GrD FRT60A - 10.000 REEL 2.8742 INCHES'
 








45.0D0 ZHRF 0,4550 INCHES
 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIM*CHI] SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING MRBITER B5WI7EIOVI7X [FRT6013 21 JUN 71 PAGE 142 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK VARIATION
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 FARAMETFIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
50.000 MACH 0.400 BETA 
 O.000 DATASET DELELV DATASET DELELV 
 REFS 0.0745 SOFT, 
5.000 
 FRT601 30.000 FRT60A - tD.000 REFL 2.6742 
 INCHES
60.000 
 FRT609 O.Do 
 REFB 4.978D INCHES
 
"RP 4.9785 INCHES
 YMRP 0.0003 INCHES
 
ZMRP a 4550 INCHES
DATA MIST. CODE *OVIN*CMHZ SCALE 0:0035 SCALE
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELITA WING ORBITER B5WI7EIVI7X (FRT601) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 143
 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK VARIATION
 



















u -. 26Z	 LI .0 ____ 
-2 C 5 -10 -5-5 
-30 -35 -40 
OELELV
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.0 MAH 0.600 BETA 0.000 DATASET DELELV DATASET DELELV REFS 0.0745 $FT 
5.000 	 - ERT6 - 000 00 FRTS0A - io.OOo REFL _2.8742 INCHES 








20.000 	 ZMRP 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIH*CHHI SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5W17EIOV17X CFRTO1) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 144
 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK VARIATION
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-. 28 1 ___3____ 2 2 ________4 
DELELV
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
I, 	25.000 MAC 0.600 BETA GOrlo DATAsET DELELV DATASET DELELV REFS 0.0745 SOFT 
30.0D0 FRT601 -30.000 FRT60A -10.000 REFL 2.8742 INCHES 




 YMRP 0 GOODB INCHES
 
45.0,0 ZMRF 0:4550 INCHES 
SCALE 0 .0035 SCALE
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIM*CMMI 
PWT-TC!35 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5WITElOVITX (FRT6011 21 JUN 71 PAGE 145
 
ELEVATOR EFFECT.IVENESS WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK VARIATION
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- .-	 20 -25 -30 -35 -4 
OELELV
 
SYMBOL 	 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE iNFORHATION 
SU.000 MACH 6.600 BETA 0.000D ATASET _-PLELV_ _ DATASET- -DELELV- - REFS- - - 070745 -- -SGF -­55.000 	 .. FRT66 - 0.000 FrTGA - 10.000 REFL 2.8742 INCHES
 
60.00FR6OO O.OOREFB 4.978a INCHES
 
6000FT60 G00XMRF 
 4.9785 INCHES 
YMRP O.OUOD INCHES 
ZMRF 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIM*CMMI SCALE 0.0055 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5WI7EIOVITX (ERT601) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 146 
EEEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK VARIATION
 


















0.90 BETA 0.000 DATASET 
FRT601 
DATA SOURCE 
DELELV DATASET 30.000 FRT60A DELELV - 1.00D 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0.0745 SQFTREFL 2 8742 INCHES 
10.000 FRT6O 0.000 REFBXHR 4.97804.9785 INCHESINCHES 
15.000 YNRP .0000 INCHES 
20.000 ZMRP 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIM*CHMI SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5W17E10V17X CFRT601 21 JUN 71 PAGE 147
 


























-10 -15 -20 - 25 -,30 -35 
-4; 
DELELV 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
2500030.000 MACH 0.900 BETA o.o00 DATASET-FRT601 DELELV - 0DO DATASETFRT60A DELELV - 0.000 REFSREFL 0.07452 8742 SQF-TINCHES 
35.DDFR6OO OoQQREFS 4:9780 INCHES 
35.000 FRTSOD D.000 XMRP 4.9785 INCHES 
40 000 yRP 0o.00 INCHES 
45.000 ZHRP 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIN*CHMI SCALE 0.0055 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER BGW17EIOV17X CFRT6O1) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 146
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5 - ( -15 -20 -25 -30 -35 -40 
DELELV
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
50.000 MAC 0.900 BETA 0.000 DATASET DELELV DATASET DELELV 	 REFS 0.0745 SQFT
 
- 5.000 	 FRT69t - 3D BUD FRT6UA -10.000 REFL z 8742 INCHES
 
60.000' FRT600 0:000 	 RESB 4.9780 INCHES, 
XMRP 4.9785 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0O00 INCHESwMRP 0,455U IN2HES
 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIN*CMNI SCALE 0:U005 SCALE
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5Wl7EIOV17X (FRT6OI] 21 JUN 71 PAGE 149
 
__ 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK VARIATION























-. 01 a - 5 -10 -15 -20 -25 -30 -as -40 
DELELV 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.000 MAC.H#. 0.4130 13.100 DELELV DELELV 0.0745
L BETA DATASET DATASET REFS 	 .SQFT
 
-- co FR16" 10.006 -2 87425.000 	 FRT601 30.O I - REFL INCHES SMAH 4 EAR.ATT LLT L REFB 4,9780 1NCHES
 
FRT60G 0.000 X0.000HRP 4.9785 INCHES
 
15.000 	 YHRP 0.0Do0 INCHES
 
20.000 	 ZMRP 0.4550 INCHES
 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
DATA MIST. CODE 4V8*CmHmI 

PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER BSW7EIOVI7X" CFRTS0I) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 150 
_ _ _ _ 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK VARIATION
 



























.02 OT 	 -_06 -____N 
z	 rr 
a , .03i 	 l l i, , , ,t 
Ld 
_zd .01 
0 5.1 	 -20 -30 -40$10 -15 -23 	 -35 
OELELV 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 DATA SOURCE 
-REFERENCE INFORMATION2
25.000MACH 0.400 BETA 0.00a DATASET DELELV DATASET - OELELV REFS 0.0745 SOFT 
30.000 	 FRT60I 30.000 FRT6DA - 10.000 REEL 2.8742 INCHESQ 	 35.000 NFTODO o.oou REFB 4.0780 INCHES 
XNRP 4.9785 INCHES 
40.000 	 YXRP 0.000C INCHES
 
45.000 	 ZNRP 0.4550 INCHES
 
DATA MIST. CQDE *GVIH*CHHI 	 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 






















































DELE*LV io310- DT$TDELELV FROA - 10-000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
~S -. 0745-. . SQFT -
REFL 2.8742 INCHE 
S .- -­ 60-.000 . . . . FRT600 0 0 REFB 4 .9780 INCHES 
XHRF 4 9785 INCHES 
YORP 0:00DO ikCHES 
ZMRF 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIH*CHHI SCALE 0.0085 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5WI7EIOV17X (FRTG01I: 21 JUN 71 PAGE 152
 
ELEVATOR'EFFECTIVENESS WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK VARIATION
 















-.I0 - 5 -1.0 -±5 -eQ -2$ -50 -5 -40 
DELEL V 
SYMBOL ALPHA "- PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Z 


























2.000 ZMRP 0.4550 INCHES 
CATA HIST. CODE *QVIH*CNMI SCALE 0.005 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER BSWI7E1QV17X CFRT6OI) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 153 
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DATA 	SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
25°00L O6OO ETA OOOO TSET .. DELELV- - ATAST -DELEV 	 REFS U.C745iF 
REFL 2 :8742 INCHES 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETR C VALUES 
FRT601 - 30.000 FRT60A - 10.000
S. -30.000 .. -.- - - - -













 DATA 	 MIST. CODE *GVIM*CMMI 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5WIEIOVI7X (FRT80OI 21 JUN 71' PAGE 154 
















-10 -15 -20 -25 -30 -35 -40 
DELELV 
SYMBOL ALPHA . PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE I REFERENCE INFORMATION 
50.000 MACH 0.600 BETA 0.000 BATASET DELELV BAT.SET BELELV REFS 0.0745 SOFT 
"550 "FT61 -3BBBO FRBOA- 0.00 EFL 2.8742 INCHES 
F0.GOI 000F60SO 10.000 BEFB 4*97:0 INCHES 
6.0FT60 000XMBP 4.97 5 INCHES 
YMRP O.aa00 INCHES 
DATA MIST. COCE *GV.05CHI ZMRPSCALE -3.45500.0035 INCHESSCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5WI"EIOVI7X CFRT6011 21 JUN 71 PAGE 155
 





















--o ----- -3_-35 -40 
DELELV
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 0.09 B MACH a.900 I BETA S.Dua DATASET DELELV DATAET DELEL_ REFS 0.0745 S FT 
S 000DD FRT601 S3- Do FRT6DA '- 0.000 REFL 2o8742 INCHES 
REFS 4:9780 INCHES
10:000 FRTGOD 0:000 
 XMRP 4 . 97 8 5 INCHES 
is .B00 YMRP 0 . 000a INCHES 
20.g0O ZMRP 0,4550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIM*CHHI SCALE U,0035 SCALE
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER BGWl7EIOVI7X (FRT601) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 156 




















L 	 .06 
li 




z 	 .02 
.01 1 1 t I._ _1 	 ._ .r_ . . . . 




 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURC 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
25.000 MACH 9.900 BETA 0.000 	 DATASET DELELV DATASET DELELV REFS 0.0745 SOFT 
30.0D 	 FRT601 - 30.000 FRT60A - 10.000 REFL 2.8742 INCHES 
FRT6O 0.000 REFS 4.9780 INCHES5:000 
 XRP 	 4.978 INCHES
 
40.000 
 YNRP 1.0000 INCHES
 
45.000 	 ZHRP 0.4550 INCHES
 
DATA HIST. COE *GVIH*CHtI SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5W17E1OVI7X CFRTGO1] 21 JUN 71 PAGE 157
 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK VARIATION
 




















z 2 .01 _ _ I _ _ _ 
La
 




SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION2 50.0o MACH 0.900 BETA 0.000 DATASET .DELELt .DATASET- -DELEV-- REFS - 0-.974F SFT" 
-5S;000 -PRTO - 50.000 FRT60A - 10.000 RCFL 2.6742 INCHES 






ZHRP 0.4550 INCHES -
DATA HIST. CODE *GVIH CMI 
 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5W7E1OV17X CFRT601] 21 JUN 71 PAGE 158 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK VARIATION 
0 11 
























DATA NIST. CODE *GVIH*CNHI 









































o .04 - 0 $i 
-0-5 3 35-0UIdI 
DELELV
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 




--- ---3;OO -- -- - -- . . . . . F - - OO T A REFL 2 8742 INCHES
. G1 iD.000 

go00 FRT6O0 30.06 FR60 REFS 4:9760 INCHES
 
5 u R60 000XHRP 4.9765 INCHES
 
40:000 -YHRP 0.000D INCHES
 
45.0 00 ZNRP 0.4550 INCHES
 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIM*CHMI 

PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5WI7EIOV17X rFRTGOI) 21 JUN 71 PAGE IGO 










< -. 102 
z 
-.45 0 - 5 -10-1 -20 -25 -30 -35, 40 
S DEL EL V 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE ,REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
50.000 MACH 0.4013 BETA 0.000 DATASET DELELV DATMSET DELELV REFS 0.0745 SQFT
 





DATA MIST. CODE *GVIM*CHNI SAE OO3 CL
 
PWT-T0135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5W1PEIOV17X CFRTGOI) 21 JUN 71 PAGE~ 161, 





















~ f. Of .1..2l 




SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 MAC 0.600 BETA 0.000 DATASET DELELV BAT.SET. -DELELV- iREFS 0.0745 SQFT 
5.000 FRT601 30.000 FRT60A - 10.000 REFL Z"ST42 INCHES 
IDD D FRTBDS O.ODRMRP REB 4.97857D INCHES 






PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5W17E.IOV17X CFRT 01) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 162
 















oD -. B4 
Lii 




SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
25.000 MACH 0.60D BETA 0.000 DATASET DELELV DATASET DiLELV REFS 0.0745 SQFT
 
30.000 FRT601 -30.000 FRT60A - G.QO0 REFL 2.6742 INCHES
 




40 0 0 YHRP 0. Bon INCHES
 
45.000 ZRP a.4550 INCHES
 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIM*CKHI SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 





ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK VARIATION
 
.06 
.. . . . . . . . .
 
























SYMBOL 	 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES bATA SOURCE REFERENCE iNFORMATION 
so.o MACH 0.600 BETA 0.0B DATASET DkLELV DATASET DELELV REFS 00745 SOFT 
55.000- FRI6Oi - i0.000 FRTSOA - iO.oU REFL 2btAa INCHES 









DATA MIST. CODE *GVIH*CMHI 

PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER BSW17EIOV17X CFRTBO1) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 164 
























-W 30-5 	 4 
DELELV
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
"
 
0.000 MAC 0.900 BETA D.000 DATASET DELELV DATASET BELELV REFS O.0745 SOFT 

5.000 	 FRT601 = 0,000 FRT60A - 10.000 REFL 2.8742 INCHES
 
pDO FRT600 U.000 REFS 4,97S0 INCHES
 
0.mXMRP 
 4,9785 NCHE S
 
15 000 Y RP D .000 INCHES
 
R 20.000 ZMRF 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE * ViN cmNl SCALE D.D005 SCALE
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5W17ElOVI7X (FRT6OI] 21 JUN 71 PAGE 165
 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK VARIATION
 
.04	 I-












L]	 5 --. 10- __5 _ -__ -____0 _ -5-4 
50 	 - 5 -10 -15 -20 -25 -30 -as -40 
DELELV 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAHETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O 2.000 _MACH D.900- BETA----------------DA-TASET -OELELV D-ATASET DEtEV ~FS ~.75 SOFT 
- - AX 30.000 FRT61 - 30.000 FRTGOA .- 10.000 REFL 2.8742 INCHES 
REFS 4.9760 INCHES
 
35.000 FRT6DO 0;0o 	 XMRP 4.97a5 INCHES, 






 DATA NZST. CODE *GVIH*CMHI 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5WI7EI0VI17X (FRT601) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 166 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK VARIATION
 
I I 














SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 




6 0 0 0F 











REFS 0.0745 SOFT 
REFL 2 8742 INCHES 







DATA MIST. CODE * Vlm#CmHi ZMRP 0,455D 1N CHES 
SCALE 0,0035 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5W7EIOV7X CFRT601) 21 JUN 71 
 PAGE 167
 
ELEVATOR E ECTIVENESS WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK VARIATION
 











-0 5a -5 -- 15 -20 -25 _39 -as -40 
OELELV
 
SYMBOL ALFHA .PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 MAC 1.000 BETA 0.O00 _DATA$E. -DELELV- - -DATASE-T "DELELV--- REFS- - - 0.0745 - SFT 
5,D.0. . . . . FRT606 - 30.000 FRT66A -10.000 REFL 2.8742 INCHES 
FRT605 0.000 REF8 4.9785U8 INCHES
10.000 

15.000 YHRP UDovo INCHES
 
20.000 ZMRP 0.4550 INCHES
 
SAE 003 CL
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIH*CHMI 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5W17E10VITX (FRT606]. 21 JUN 71 PAGE 168
 




















It. -. 20 J -. 115 -.	 20 2 -3 -3 -4 






U) -. 28 - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 	 _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 
z 
-. 30~ -- - A . s ~~~~~ 	 L ... .-- .. . .W... . . .. A.-.5 0 -	 T10 -20 -- 30 -31 -40- 5
OELELV 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 MACH 1.000 BETA 0.000 DATASET DELELY DATASET GELELY REFS 0.0745 SOFT 
30.0U FRT6OE6 30.000 FRT6SA -10.000 REFL 2.8742 INCHES 
RP 	 INCHES
35.R00 	 FRT605 0.00 4.9730
40.000 	 ?MRP 0.0000 INCHES
 
45.000 	 ZMRP 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *GvIM*CMMI SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5WI7E1OV17X CFRTO6) 21 JUN 71 PAGE '16S 
ELEVATOR EEFECTIVENESS WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK VARIATION 
-.02 
































MACH I . OX 00 ET1A 0.000 
.. . 55;00 .... . . . . . . 
6.0 
DATA MIST. CODE SOVIM*CMMI 
RDLAWN OBTRBWTIVT 
-15 







-DELELV - - DATASET-











'R F -U-0 745 - -SOFT-
EFL 6742 INCHES, 
REFS 4,9780 INCHES 
4,976& INCHES 
YHRP D.OuoO INCHES 
ZMRP 0.4550 INCHEa 
SCALE 0 .0035 SCALE 
PG 7 













> -. 14 
L 
C 


























SYMBOL ALPHA FARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE
0.000 MAC 1.100 REFERENCE INFORMATION






0 FRT606 -30.000 FRT66A 10.1300
U - REFS 4:9804 INCH CS
RGS 
 000XHRF






 0 .4550 
 INCHES
 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIM*CHMI SCALE 9.0035 SCALE
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5Wl7ElOVlTX (FRTGOG) 21 
JUN 71 PAGE 171
 






- .10 .... __ 








zI -. 26 
w -. 28 r7 
. 0 - 5 - -15 -20 -25 -3u -35 
-40 
DELELV 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o 25000 BA . 1.100 BETA 0.0_ DA1ASET.DELELV - - DATASE-T- ODELELV ­ -REFS B--M45 S-FT 
-, -- - 3s-0OO - -- FRT606 - 30.00D FRT6A - 10.000 REFL 2.8742 INCHLS 
35.000 FRT605 0.009 REFBXMIRP 4.9704.97:2 INCHESINCHES 
40.000 YNRP a.DOD INCHES 
4 0 







PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5W!7ElOV17X (FRTSO6 21 JUN 71 PAGE 172
 
___ __ 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK VARIATION
 
-. 04 




















-.­ _., uI I , I , I I I, 10 I -20 _ .II _'f It, ,, .l .i .* ,tI-35 1 4 
DELELV 
SYMBOL2 ALPHA 0.00 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 1.100 BETA 0.000 DATASET ,DATA SOURCE DELELV "ATSET DELELV REFERENCE INFORMATION REFS 0,0745 SQFT 
55.000 FRT6O6 - 30.000 FRT66A - 10.000 REFL 2.8742 INCHES 
60.000 FRT605 0.000 REFS XHRF
YHRF 
4.9780 
497850 . na, 
INCHES 
INCHESINCHES 
ZHRP 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA HIST. CODE *GVIH*CHNI SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5WI7EIOVI7X (FRTBO6) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 173
 
- --- --- --























u 8 -. i_ 	 iI 
- .30.0 	 -- 2 5 -- Z-
DELELV
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 0 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 MAC 1.20a BETA 0.000 DATASET DELELV DATASET DELELV REFS 0.0745 _ SQFT_­
10.000 	 FRT605 0.000 REFS 4.gT60 INCHES
 
XMRP 4.9785 INCHES
15.000 	 YMRP o.uou IN¢ $S
 
10.000 	 ZHRP .4550 INCHES
 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIM*CMHI 
 SCALE U,0035 SCALE
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5WI7EIOVITX CFRTS063 21 JUN 71 PAGE 174. 






















- 0 	 -10 -15 -20 -25 -30 -35 -40 
DELELV
 
SYMBOL 	 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
25.00u MACH 1.200 BETA 0.000 DATASET DELELV DATASET OELELV REFS 0.0745 SOFT 
30.000 FRT606 - 30.000 FRTnGA - 10.000 REFL 2.8742 INCHES 
0 Sooo FRTSO5 0.000 REFS 4.9780 INCHES3,OoXMRP 	 4 . 785 INCHES 
40.000 YMRP 0.U00a INCHES 
45.000 
 ZNRF 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. COE *GVIM*CMMI SdALE 0.QD35 SCALE 
PWT-TC,135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5W7E10V17X CFRTGQGJ 21 JUN 7.1 PAGE 175
 























[i -. 26 
Lii 






SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
50.000 MACH 1.200 BETA 01000 DATASET DELELV DATASET DELELV REFS 0.0745 $QFT
 
55.000 FRT606 - 30.000- FRT66A - 10.000 	 REFL 2874t INCHES 




YMRP 0.Go INCHES 
ZMRP 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA NIST. CODE *GVIN*CNHI - SCALE 0. 0035 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5W17EIOV17X CFRT606 21 JUN 71 PAGE 176
 
ELEVATOR E ECTIVENESS WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK VARIATION
 
*-.04 





















o .28 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
50 -5-10 -15 -20 -25 -30 -35 -40 
DELELV
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA.SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.00 MACH 1.500 BETA 0.000 DATASET DELELV DATASET DELELV REFS 0.07 SQFT5.Bou FRTG66 - 30.000 FRT66A 16.,3DO REFL 2 8742 INCHES 
10.000 FRTEO5 0.000 REFS 4.9780 INCHES 
XHRP 4.9785 INCHES15.000 yMRP a.U0a0 INCHES 
20.Y00 ZHRP 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIN*CNHI SCALE 0.DD35 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5W17EOV17X CrRTGO6) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 177
 
ELEVATOR E ECTIVENESS WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK VARIATION
 
. . ... IB. .I I... I 
-J 
L -. 04 -I 
-. $40 
I-I 





5a- 5 - -15 -20 -25 -B0 -45 -40 
DELELV 
SYMBOL ALPHA .PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
25.000 MAC 1.300 BETA D°O00 DATASET DELELV DATASET DELELV REFS D.U745 SQFT 





XHRP 4.9785 INCHES 










PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5W.17EIOV17X ,CFRTG06) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 178.
 
_ _ __ 
_ _ 
ELEVATOR EEFECTIVENESS WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK VARIATION
 
jI I I 	 I 
z	 4 



















_( 3 - .2 2 	 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
z H 
-2 
5 0 - 5 -40 	
-20 -25 -30 -35 -41 
DELELV
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
50.000 MAC 1.300 BETA 0.000 DATASET DELELV DATASET DELELV 
 REFS V.0745 SQFT
 
55.000 FRT606 - 30.000 FRT66A - 10.000 	 REFL 2.0742 INCHES 
o0.oo 	 FRTGSS 0.000 REFB 4.9708 INCHES 
XYRP 4.9705 INCHES
YMRP D.Uaoo INC HES 
ZNRP 0.450 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIN*CMNI SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5WI7EIOVI7X (FRTGOG) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 179
 










-. 2 5-15 -0- - - -40 
DELELV 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 
5.060 


















15.000 YHRP U.Oour INCHES 
20.00- ZMR 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA HIST. CODE *GVIM*CMMI SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 




ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK VARIATION
 





















-520-i 	 1 -2Ba-25 -3 a-35 " -40 
DELELV
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE IWFORMATION.25.000 1,O00 0.00 DELELV DELELV 0.0745 -
S a 	 BETA DATASET DATASET REFS SOFT 
30.000 	 FRT6DG - 0.000 FRTG6A - 10.000 REFL. 2.8742 INCHES
 
35:000 FRT605 0.00D REFB 4.9780 INCHES 
4 a75 INCHES 
40ODYHRP 0.OOD'U INCHES4000XMRP 

45.000 	 ZMRP n.4SSO INCHES
 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIM*CHHI SCALE 0.0055 SCALE
 
PWT-TC!35 NR DELTA.WING ORBITER B5WI7EIOVI7X [FRT6OG) 21 JUN.71 PAGE 181
 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK VARIATION
 
i_ 	 i l i
-j(2 _ _l _ 	 _ll _iiI_ ~ _l 
.20 	 __ _ _ _ _ _ 
z 	 ­



















.02 --- -2-	 -5 -40 
DELELV
 
SYMBOL 	 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
$0.OD0 MAC 1.005 BETA 0.505 DATAZET DELELV 5ATASET 5ELELV REFS 0.0745 SQFT 
55.000 F T606 - 30.000 FRT66A -iD.000 REFL 2.8742 INCHES
 
6.500a FRI65 RFB 4"75







 DATA MIST. CODE *GVIH*CMNI 

PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5Wl7EIOVI7,X "FRT6OG]- 21 JUN 71 PAGE 182 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK VARIATION
 
III 



















Li 0.0 EEEL 110 BTA DDS DTSE EEV DTA T DLL 	 °75.F 1F 
5.00 	 FRT606 - 0.000 FRT66A - 0ODO REFL 2.8742 INCHES
 










DATA MIST. CODE 4GVIH*CHMI 
 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5W17E1OV17X CFRT606) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 183 
_____ 
























SYMBOL ALPHA' PARA14ETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
25.000 MAH 1.1o0 BETA 0.0O0 DATASET Q£ELV DATASET DELELV REFS 0,0745 SOfTI 
FRT606 30.000O FRT66A - oODG REFL 2.8T42 INCHES
30.000 











PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5WI7EIOVI.TX "[FRT606) 21 JUN 7f PAGE 184 
______ 




























SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION50.000 
 MACH 1.100 BETA 0.000 -DATASET DELELV DATASET DELELV REFS 0.0745 SOFT $5.000 FRT60G 30.1360 FRT66A - 0.CD0 REFL 2.874Z INCHES60.000 
 FkT65 
 0.000 REFB 4.978a INCHES 
XMRP 4.9785 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES, 
ZHRF 0.4550 INCHES
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIH*CMI 
 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5Wl7EIDV1TX (FRT6OG] 21 JUN 7,' PAGE 185
 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS WITH ANGLE OF.ATTACK VARIATION
 















(:C .04 _ __ _ _ 
_c02 ,__, __, ___ ___i'i _-_ _
u 
5 - 5 -16 -15 -20 - -5-30 -35 -40 
DELELV
 
SYMIBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 MAC 1.200 BETA 0,000 DATASET DELELV DATASET DELELV REFS -0.0745 SQF-7 
• 5.000 FRT606 - 0.°60 FRT66A - D.OaU .REFL 2.6742 INCHES 
O.UQO REFS 4.9780 INCHES 
XMRP 4.9785 INCHES 
10.000 FRT605 

15.000 YMRP D°Gso0 INCHES
 
20.009, . ZMRP 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. COD *GVIM*CHHI 4CALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5WI7LIOVl7X EFRT6061 21 JUN 71 PAGE 186 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK VARIATION 











SYMBOL ALPHA25.0.0 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 1.200 BETA D.00O DATAT DATA SOURCEDELELV OATASET DELELV REFERENCE INFORMATIONRE$ 0.0745 SQFT -
30.000 FRT 606 30.000 FRT66A - 0.000 REEL 2 742 INCHES 
.0 FRTG05 D.O REFS 49780 INCHES 
XMRF 4.9785 INCHES 
40 Do YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
45.000 ZRP 04550 INCHES 
ATA MIST. ETE . TVIH0CLHS SCALE 0.13745 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5W17EIFVTX CFRT6OG- 21RJUN 71 PAGE. 187 



















i ,,of .00 t 
a -[ -1 i 5 -20 -25 -3 a 5 -40 
DELELV
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
50.000 MACH 1.200 BETA 0.0oo DATASE.T -DELELV DATASET DELELV REFS' 0.0745 SOFT
 
- 55200" FET606 - 30.000 FRT66A - 1o.0o REFL 2.8742 INCHES 
60.00" FRT605 0.00 REFS 4978D INCHES 
XHRP 4.9S85 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 0.4550 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE DATA HIST. CODE *GVI*CHI 

PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5W17EIOV17X CFRTB06J 21 JUN 71 PAGE 188
 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS WITH 	ANGLE OF ATTACK VARIATION
 

























-25 	 -35 





SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATIO 
.00 MAC 1.3 0 BETA .050 DATASET D LELv DATSE r DELELV REFS .0745 SQFT 
FRT606 30 000 FRT66A -O..C 	 REFL 2.742 INCHES
 











is o s o 
 Y H R P 0 . o u I C H E S




DATA MST. CODE *GVIH*H I 
PWT-TCI35 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5Wl7EIOVI7X (FRTG0GI 21 JUN 71 PAGE 189 
____ 













-. 250 -5 -10 -is -20 -25 -33 -35 -4D 
DELELV
 
SYMBOL ALPHA z1 PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE' 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
5.000 MAC 1.300 BETA 11.000 DATAET DELELV DATASET DELELV REF5__ - 0.0T45 - - SOF-T. . 










40.0 0 _Du _NCH	 YHRP 

45.000 	 ZHRP Q0°4530 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIH*CMHI SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
PWT-TC!35 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5WI7EIOVI7X CFRTG06) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 190
 
r 1













-­ -<5.14- SO- 5 -3 B54 
z 
Ld 
_ -1 -2D-25-3 -3 
55iir.00 0 F__T60___ 30.000___ 
- 1.00 
__________ RE:980 INHE 
5001 
-. 5MR FR60 0 4.78 INCHES-.i--i 
EFLP 2,O42 INCHES 
FRT0G30000 FRSGA. -10.00 RF 0.000D INCHES 
ZNRP 0.45S0 INCHES 
DATA MIST. COCE lVM*CmHI. SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5W17EIOV17X CFRT6OS)' 21 JUN 71 PAGE 191 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS WITH ANGLE OF'ATTACK VARIATION
 
.06 























SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 MAC 1.000 BETA 0.000 DATASET DELELV DATASET DELELV_- REFS -- 0.0745 ------ SaFT­
5.000, . . . . -F"RT606 -"O' FFRT66A '- jo.6O0 REFL 2.8742, INCHES. 




13.000 	 MRP 0.0000 INCHES
 






DATA MIST. CODE *GVIM*CHMISCL 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5WITEIOVITX (FRT60G] 21 JUN 71 PAGE 192 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK VARIATION
 









> -. 04 UI. 
fr -. 12 	
____ 
0 
-5 -0.-08-R 	 - _ -_ -_ -, 
z 
I--.14 	 _ __z 
z 
50 	 -5 -10 -15 -20 -25 '.30 -35 -40 
DELELV
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
5.00 MAC 1.00? BETA 0.000 DATASET DELELV DATASET DELELV REFS 0.0745 SOFT
30.000 	 FRT606 -0 0BOO FRT66A - gaooO REFL 2 8742 INCHES
 




40 00 YHRF O.U00 INCHES
 
45.0R0 	 ZNRP 0.4550 INCHES
 
DATA HIST. CODE *GVIM*CHMI 
 SCALE O.D35 SCALE
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5W17EIOVI7X CFRTBO6) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 193
 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK VARIATION
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SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
50.000 MACH 1.000 BETA 0.-05 DATASEI -DELELV. . -DAT.SE-T---OELELV -REFS - 070745 - SGFT 
10.000 INCHES
FRT606 - FRT66A - REFL 2.8742 155-000-- 30.000 REFB 4:9780 










DATA MIST. CODE *GVIN*CHHI
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5W17EIOV17X FRT606) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 194
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5 0 5 -10 -15 -20 -25 -30 -35 -40 
OELELV 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 MACH 1.0 BETA 0.000 DATASET DELELV DATASET 0ELELV REFS 0.0745 SFT 
5 ana" FRT606 - 30.000 FRT6A - 10.000 REFL 2.874Z INCHES 
I.000 FRTGOS 0.000 REPSXHRP 4.97804 9785 INCHES1INCHES 
15.000 YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
2 D TC00 ZMRP 0.4550 INCHES 
DATA HIST. CODE *GVIH CmmI SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5W17E OV17X CFRTSO6 ) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 195
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SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE INFORMATIONREFERENCE 











40 000 YHRP a UU00 INCHES 
450 ZMRF 0:4550 INCHES 
4509SCALE D.UU35 SCALE 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIH*CHHI 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER"BSW17EIOVI7X CFRT606] 21 JUN 71 PAGE 196 
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ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK VARIATION
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SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
50 .UD ACH 1.1 09i BETA . 00 ATASET ELELV DATASET DELELV REF . 00745 s FT 
FRT6UG 30.000 FRT66A -10.000 REFL 2.8742 INCHES 




.00XMRP 4:9785 INCHES 
YMRP 0.OO INCHES 
ZMRP 04 50 INCHES 





PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5WITEIOV17X [FRT66 21 JUN 71 PAGE 197
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ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK VARIATION 
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50-5 -10 -15 -20 -25 '-30 -5-40 
DEL EL V 
SYNBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORNATION 
000D $RT600 - 50.000 FRTGA - 10.000 REFL 2.8742 INCHES 
: a C.0 E FRT 5 0E00E TERF 4.98EL I N CHES 
XHP 4.9780 INCHES" 
15.00co YHRP 4.D0 INCHES 
20.000 ZMRP 0.4550 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIM*CMMI 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5W17E1OV17X CFRTSOS. 21 JUN 71 PAGE 198
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ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK VARIATION
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DELELV 
SYMBOL 	 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
ZS.00 MACH 1.200 BETA 0.000 DATASET DELELV DATASET DELELV REFS 0.0745 SOFT
 
30.000 	 FRT606 30.000 FRT66A - 10.000 REFL 2.8742 INCHES
 




35.000 	 XHRP 4.9785 INCHES 
YHRP 0.Boc INCHES
 
45.00 	 ZHRP 0.4550 INCHES
 
DATA HIST. CODE *GVIN*CHNI SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER BSWI7El'OV17X CFRTS06) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 199 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK VARIATION
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SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
50.000 MACH 1.200 BETA 0.000 DATASET 6ELELV DATASET DELELV REFS 0.0745 SOFT 
55.0007 FRT606 -30.000 FRT6SA - 10.000 REFL 2,8742 INCHES 
4:9780 INCHES
60.000 FRT605 o.obo REFB . 5 

YMRP aBDoca INCHES 
ZHRP 0,4550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *GVIH*CHHI SCALE O,0035 SCALE
 
PWT-TC135 NR',DELTA WING ORBITER B5W17EIOVI7X CFRT6OG] 21 JUN 71 PAGE 200
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SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 MAC 1.300 BETA 0.000 DATASET DELELV DATASET DELELV REFS 0. a745 SUPT 
5.000 FRT606 -30 Dan FRT66A -10.00D REFL 2.8742 INCHES
 
in on0 




 YHRP 0,0000 INCHES
 
20.000 
 ZHRP 0.4550 INCHES
 
DATA MIST. CODE *GYIM*CHRI SCALE 0.0035 SCA.LE
 
PWT--TC!35 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5Wl7EIOVI7X CFRT6O6) 21 JUN 71 PACE 201
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DELELV 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
25.000 MACH 1.300 BETA 0.000 DATASET DELELV DATASET DELELV REFS 0.0745 SQFT 
30*000, FRTS6 - 30.ooo FRT66A - 10.000 REFL 2.8742 INCHES 
35.000 FRTSOS 0.000 REFBXMRP 4.9780. 5 INCHESI  
40.000 YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
45.000 
DATA MLST. CODE *GVIN*CHMI ZMRPSCALE 0 45500.0035 INCHESSCALE 
PWT-TC135 NR DELTA WING ORBITER B5W17E10VI7X CFRTSO6) 21 JUN 71 PAGE 202
 
.ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK VARIATION
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SYMBOL 	 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SO3URCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SO.OUD MAC 1.300 B3ETA 03.000 DATASE T DELE"V DATASET DELELV REFS 0.0745 SQFT 
55.000 FRT606- 30.000 FRT66A - 10.0300 REFL 2 8742 INCHES
 
6000FT05 001 EFB 4:9780 INCHES
 
0.0FR65 .00X;RP 4.9765 INCHES
 





DATA MIST. CODE *(,VIH cmmI
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